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Annexure B 

Description of sugarcane milling process 

1 Introduction 

1.1 This Annexure: 

(a) describes the nature of cane harvesting seasons; 

(b) describes the way in which Sucrogen contracts for the acquisition of 

cane in the Herbert District; 

(c) describes the cane supply contract provisions relating to cane 

harvesting, collection and transportation and the pricing arrangements 

for that supply;  

(d) identifies the reasons why the factors described in (a) to (c) inclusive, 

make the transportation of cane for crushing by use of the rail service 

an essential part of the sugar production process in the Herbert; and 

(e) draws a distinction with the rail services considered in other contexts 

and in particular, the rail service provided by BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty 

Ltd and the subject of the High Court decision in BHP Billiton Iron Ore 

Pty Ltd v National Competition Council.
90

 

1.2 Sucrogen asks the Council to note that: 

(a) in 2009 NQBE issued a conditional cane supply agreement for the 

supply of sugarcane to its proposed mill in the Herbert District (a copy 

of that agreement (NQBE Agreement) is Annexure C); 

(b) the terms of the NQBE Agreement mirror in all material respects 

those of the Sucrogen cane supply agreement used in 2008 (and 

proposed to be used by Sucrogen with immaterial differences in 

2010), including those provisions dealing with harvesting, collection, 

transportation and crushing of cane; 

(c) consequently, the use of Sucrogen’s rail network by NQBE as 

contemplated in the NQBE Agreement will, for the reasons submitted 

below, also constitute the use of a production process; and  

(d) in any event, NQBE has confirmed in its application to the Council 

that it intends to use the Tram Service for transportation of cane, 

                                                   

90
  (2008) 236 CLR 145; [2008] HCA 45. 
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timber and sorghum to a factory for ―processing‖ into a range of 

products.
91

  

1.3 In summary, Sucrogen submits that individually, and together, the following 

factors  make it clear that transportation of cane using the rail network is both 

distinguishable from rail services used to transport other bulk commodities, and 

an essential part of the production process for the production of raw sugar: 

(a) the constrained nature of the cane harvesting and crushing season –

(ideally) 22 weeks each year; 

(b) the fact that the limited duration of the cane season each year and the 

perishable nature of sugarcane forces Sucrogen to organise itself and 

the growers and harvesters to operate in a fully coordinated way on a 

daily basis; 

(c) the fact that the daily schedule for collection and transportation of 

cane is fully coordinated with the crushing schedule and altered each 

day to maintain that co-ordination having regard to changing 

circumstances in the field and at the mills; 

(d) the requirement for sugarcane to be crushed within 24 hours after 

harvesting; 

(e) the fact that interruptions to the daily crushing operations directly lead 

to adjustments in the sugarcane collection and transportation 

schedule as a result of the impact on empty bin availability; 

(f) the fact that interruptions to the daily collection and transportation of 

sugarcane during the season directly leads to adjustments and 

interruptions to the daily crushing schedule;  

(g) the fact that large portions of the relevant cane supply agreements 

are dedicated to the logistical and administrative arrangements 

required to  tightly control procedures for the collection and 

transportation of sugarcane to the mills;  

(h) the unequivocal link between the sugar content of cane delivered by 

individual Growers and the cane payment provisions of the cane 

supply agreements; 

(i) the fact that delays between harvesting and crushing lead to the 

formation of polysaccharides and other impurities that adversely affect  

rate and quality,  grain formation and increased sugar losses to 

molasses; and   

(j) the existence of unequivocal links between the efficiency of the 

overall production process (including the efficiency of the rail service) 

and financial incentives and ―penalties‖ under the cane supply 

agreements. 

                                                   

91
  See for example, paragraphs 1.2 and 2.10 of NQBE’s application.  
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. 

1.4 Sucrogen expands on these points below. 

2 The cane season 

2.1 The sugarcane harvesting and crushing season (cane season) in the Herbert 

District typically runs between mid-June and mid-November each year over a 

target 22 week period.
92

 

2.2 The actual start date of crushing each year and the crushing schedule (which is 

directly linked to the harvesting and collection of cane via the rail network) are 

determined by Sucrogen in consultation with the growers’ representative
93

 

having regard to: 

(a) Sucrogen’s estimate of the crop size for the relevant season; 

(b) each mill’s capacity having regard to past performance and any 

known factors likely to affect performance of the mills in the relevant 

season; and 

(c) an allowance for normally expected wet weather, cleaning 

intermissions and unplanned stops to crushing at the mills. 

2.3 It is not appropriate to harvest cane before about mid-June each year because 

the cane is immature, which adversely affects the sugar content (referred to as 

Commercial Cane Sugar or CCS) (CCS). 

2.4 Sucrogen and the growers use their best endeavours to ensure that the cane 

season does not extend beyond about mid-November each year because it is 

at that time that the wet season in the tropics commences.  If the cane season 

extends beyond mid-November, the following adverse consequences flow: 

(a) It can become impossible for harvesting machines to operate 

effectively in the cane fields due to the muddy conditions.  This in turn 

has the result of stranding sugarcane in the field to the disadvantage 

of both the grower and Sucrogen. 

(b) Typically, the longer the season goes, the lower the sugar content or 

CCS in the late-harvested cane.  The CCS issue is discussed in 

further detail below.  However, the point is that lower CCS levels 

mean that both the affected growers and Sucrogen will earn less 

revenue in relation to that late-cut cane. 

(c) A late end to the cane season adversely impacts on ―ratooning‖.  

Ratooning refers to cane crops that ―return‖ or shoot after the initial 

                                                   

92
  The 22 week period includes an allowance of eight days for interruptions to milling through 

factory or rail breakdowns which are described in the Cane Supply Agreements as ―stoppages 

outside [Sucrogen] control‖.  The eight day period was determined as an appropriate allowance 

having regard to historical data collected over many years. 

93
  The growers’ representative is appointed by a grower collective and is recognised by the Sugar 

industry Act 1999 (Qld) (which uses the term ―bargaining representative‖).  
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planted crop is harvested.  In the Herbert area, Sucrogen and growers 

would expect to utilise the initial planted crop and three to five 

ratooned crops from a particular paddock.  However, if wet weather 

intervenes due to a late end to the cane season, the ratooning crop at 

the end of that season will not be as healthy as one unaffected by wet 

weather.  Wet weather affected ratooning crops suffer from a lower 

yield when harvested in the following season. 

(d) A late finish to the cane season has adverse financial consequences 

under the cane supply agreements applicable in the Herbert.  These 

are discussed in more detail below. 

2.5 Importantly, the cane season start and end dates, the harvesting schedule 

and relevantly, the cane collection and crushing schedules, are all designed to 

ensure that both Sucrogen and the Growers obtain the best CCS return, having 

regard to the typical CCS curve. 

2.6 The diagram below depicts the CCS curve for the last 5 seasons and the 

average CCS for those years in the Herbert.  The CCS curve for each year is 

similar in shape.  As the Council will note, the CCS curve is generally in the 

form of a bell curve, starting low, rising to a peak and tailing off as maturity of 

the cane passes its peak. 

 

2.7 In the absence of well-planned and tightly managed collection, transportation 

and crushing schedules, Sucrogen will fail to maximise returns for itself and its 

growers, given the natural CCS bell curve and the link that CCS has to revenue 

for both Sucrogen and the growers. 

2.8 The naturally occurring CCS bell curve also has implications for growers in 

terms of their CCS linked payments if they fail to receive an equitable 

opportunity to harvest part of their crop at peak CCS times.  This too means 

that Sucrogen must manage the harvesting and collection rosters within the 
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target 22 week cane season so as to ensure that growers and their harvesting 

groups get access to bins in an equitable way.  This necessarily means regular 

adjustments to the collection and transportation schedule linking directly to the 

crushing schedule at the mills. 

Sugarcane is perishable 

2.9 It is also highly relevant to note that sugarcane is a perishable product and 

that once harvested, the CCS content of the sugarcane commences to 

diminish.  Delays between harvesting and crushing also lead to the formation 

of polysaccharides and other adverse rate and quality limiting factors impacting 

on grain formations and increased sugar losses to the detriment of growers 

and the miller. 

2.10 Appendix 2 to this annexure is a report produced for Sucrogen by Dr Mark 

Dawson of Dawson Biological Consulting Pty Ltd.  The report comprises a 

literature review undertaken by Dr Dawson on the topic of cane deterioration 

and his views on the topic and its link to the production process, including the 

transportation elements of that process. 

2.11 It is clear from Dr Dawson’s report, and it is consistent with cane harvesting 

and sugar production practices world-wide, that sugarcane needs to be 

crushed, ideally, within 12 to 16 hours of harvesting, and no later than 16 to 24 

hours after harvesting so as to minimise significantly adverse consequences 

for CCS and other quality factors in relation to the sugar produced from that 

cane. 

2.12 Sucrogen notes that Dr Dawson’s report states:
94

 

Australian sugar factories organise their railway scheduling to ensure 

that most harvested cane is crushed within 12 to 16 hours of 

harvesting, with only a small proportion crushed 16-24 hours after 

harvesting.  All cane is crushed within 24 hours of harvesting unless 

there is a temporary transport problem.  The Australian Sugar 

Industry has invested heavily over several years in scheduling 

computer software to optimize the transport of harvested cane from 

the farm to the factory (Murray, 1980; Pinkney, 1984, 1989). ... 

The risk of green cane deterioration resulting in loss of sucrose and 

increased formation of by-products such as polysaccharides on and in 

the cane billets significantly increases after 24 hours post-harvest 

storage. 

2.13 The perishable nature of sugarcane means: 

(a) it cannot be stockpiled; 

(b) it must be collected and transported and crushed as soon as 

practicable following harvest. 

                                                   

94
 At pages 2 and 3 
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2.14 For the same reason, and to maximise the prospects of meeting the 22 week 

target cane season length as well as ensuring efficient utilization of resources, 

Sucrogen mills in the Herbert are scheduled to operate on a continuous 24 

hour crush cycle. 

2.15 The 24/7 crushing cycle is expressly provided for in the Sucrogen’s cane 

supply agreements and financial incentives exist for both Sucrogen and 

growers to achieve that level of operational efficiency.  Clearly, an efficient and 

effective rail service is critical to achieve the continuous crush objective.  

3 Cane Supply Agreements 

3.1 Cane in the Herbert district is supplied to Sucrogen under collective and 

individual cane supply agreements (CSAs). 

3.2 Currently, approximately 97% of Herbert growers supply sugarcane to 

Sucrogen under a CSA that was negotiated between Sucrogen and Herbert 

River District Cane Growers Organisation Limited as the growers’ 

representative.
95

 

3.3 Appendix 1 to this annexure contains a copy of the current version of the 

Collective CSA which was in effect in 2009 and will apply in 2010.  References 

in this annexure and throughout the submission to Sucrogen’s CSA are to be 

read as references to the provisions of this document. 

3.4 A number of growers in the Herbert District (representing approximately 3% of 

the total number) have elected to supply their cane to Sucrogen under the 

provisions of an alternative collective contract or under an individual, rather 

than a collectively negotiated, CSA.  The provisions of those alternative 

collective and individual contracts are materially in the same terms as the 

contract in Appendix 1 to Annexure B with respect to: 

 the determination of the start date for the collection, transportation 

and crushing of cane; 

 the determination of harvesting schedules; 

 the determination of crushing schedules; 

 the provisions relating to bin allocation; 

 the provisions relating to transportation operational requirements; and 

 payment provisions tied to CCS and the imposition of performance 

obligations and financial incentives on Sucrogen for an efficient 

operation of its mills. 

                                                   

95
  Collective negotiations of cane supply agreements are authorised under the Sugar Industry Act 

1999 (Qld). 
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4 Relevant CSA provisions 

4.1 There are numerous provisions in the CSA which demonstrate that the 

harvesting, collection, transportation and crushing of cane are all part of a 

totally integrated production process. 

4.2 The clauses of the CSA also recognise the perishable nature of sugarcane 

(see paragraphs 2.9 to 2.15 above) and the requirement for its processing to 

occur as soon as possible following harvest and in any event, within 24 hours 

wherever possible.  

4.3 The relevant provisions of the CSA demonstrate that the cane railway service 

is analogous to a complex series of conveyor belts forming part of the 

production process of the mill. 

4.4 Relevant provisions of the CSA showing that cane harvesting, collection and 

transportation are all an essential and fully integrated part of the sugar 

production process include clauses dealing with the following issues: 

(a) Determination of the commencement date for the crushing season – 

clause 3.1.  Clause 3.1 expressly provides that the determination of 

this issue is required to take into account, amongst other factors, 

―factors likely to affect performance of the Mills‖.  Issues affecting 

transportation of cane to the mills in a time constrained program of 

production is clearly such an factor. 

(b) Determination of the crushing schedule (which is expressly referred to 

as  being designed to allow for continuous seven day per week 

crushing) – clause 3.3. 

(c) Recognition of the factors which may delay crushing operations and 

specific factors to be taken into account when determining when to 

recommence crushing after an interruption.  The factors which are 

expressly recognised as having the potential to delay crushing 

operations include ―the ability of Sucrogen to obtain sufficient cane 

from all suppliers to maintain an adequate supply of cane to the mill‖ – 

clause 3.4. 

(d) Determination of the date on which crushing in a season at a 

particular mill will cease.  This is determined by Sucrogen after 

consultation with the Grower’s Representative and expressly 

recognises that cessation may occur where the cane available at the 

mill falls below the tonnage required by Sucrogen to have the mill 

operate on an economically viable basis – clause 3.5. 

(e) An obligation on Growers to supply cane to delivery points (sidings) in 

accordance with the harvest roster times determined under the 

Agreement – clause 4.1(b). 

(f) Determination of the harvesting and transportation schedule for each 

Grower’s cane by Sucrogen and the allocation of Growers to 

harvesting groups for the efficient and continuous supply of cane – 

clause 5. 
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(g) The imposition of harvesting and cane delivery principles covering, 

amongst other matters: 

 bin allotment and delivery schedules; 

 harvesting and transportation operational requirements and 

monitoring mechanisms; and 

 the attachment of consignment notes to each delivery of 

cane by each Grower; 

see clause 5.4 and Schedule 3. 

(h) An obligation on Sucrogen to accept delivered cane and to take 

responsibility for its transportation and processing, as well as an 

obligation to weigh and analyse the cane to determine the CCS of 

each cane delivery, from each Grower, in accordance with a cane 

analysis program forming part of the Agreement – clause 6.1. 

(i) A provision confirming that title and (subject to a limited exception), 

risk in delivered sugarcane passes to Sucrogen immediately upon 

delivery of the sugarcane to Sucrogen at the delivery point (i.e. at the 

siding to which the relevant Grower delivers cane in accordance with 

a delivery point designation) – clause 6.3. 

(j) Various cane payment provisions including: 

 a clause which links cane payments to a Grower directly to 

the CCS levels of the delivered cane, as compared to the 

average CCS for the collective in which the Grower is 

involved; 

 a specified payment rate outside the normal formula where 

the CCS for a particular delivery of cane is less than seven 

units; 

 additional payments and allowances for the benefit of 

Growers in recognition of their role in ensuring continuous 

crushing during the cane season, including: 

— a continuous crushing harvest allowance of $1.27 

per tonne of cane harvested on a Saturday, Sunday 

or public holiday; 

— an additional cane payment for cane harvested on 

a rostered day off for the relevant harvesting group 

to which the Grower belongs, payable at the same 

rate as the continuous crushing harvesting 

allowance; and 

— an allowance of 23 cents per tonne of cane 

delivered where it has become necessary for a 

harvesting group to deliver cane to more than one 

delivery point as a result of the introduction of 
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continuous crushing causing existing delivery 

points to be under-capacity – see schedule 5. 

4.5 Specific performance obligations and financial incentives also exist to ensure 

that Sucrogen operates its cane collection, transportation and milling 

operations in the most efficient manner possible with the objective of 

completing the cane crushing season within the target 22 week period.  In this 

regard, clause 16 of Schedule 5 of the CSA sets out: 

 performance target periods for harvesting and crushing determined by 

reference to a series of crop sizes (recognising that district crop sizes 

can vary from year to year) and an allowance for loss of time beyond 

Sucrogen’s control; 

 a description of the circumstances which will be considered to be lost 

crushing time beyond Sucrogen’s control; 

 provisions for the communication and reporting of lost crushing time 

and auditing of the reported reasons for lost crushing time; 

 provisions for the calculation of performance target tonnage shortfalls; 

and 

 provisions for the calculation of an allowance payable to Growers 

where there is a crushing tonnage shortfall beyond the performance 

targets set by the Agreements. 

4.6 Schedule 8 of the Agreement sets out example calculations of the manner in 

which performance allowances (described in the Schedule as Performance 

Guarantees) are calculated to reflect the provisions in Schedule 5. 

4.7 As mentioned in paragraph 4.4(g), Schedule 3 of the CSA contains various 

provisions relating to harvesting and transportation of cane for processing at 

the Sucrogen mills.  In particular, the Council is asked to note the following: 

(a) Operational aspects relating to the supply of bins and the delivery of 

cane are contained in a Harvesting and Transport Handbook, which 

forms part of the Agreement and is incorporated by reference in 

clause 2 of Schedule 3.  A copy of the Handbook is Appendix 3 to 

this Annexure B. 

(b) Growers form and join Harvesting Groups after consultation with 

Sucrogen ―for the efficient harvesting and transportation of Cane‖ 

– clause 3 of Schedule 3. 

(c) Sucrogen is charged with the responsibility of preparing a harvesting 

roster for each day taking into consideration, amongst other matters, 

―cane transport schedules‖ and ―the daily target through put of the 

mills‖ – clause 4 of Schedule 3. 

(d) In consultation with Harvesting Groups and the Growers’ 

Representative, Sucrogen is charged with the responsibility of 

preparing a schedule of daily empty bin delivery times and pick up 

times for bins filled with harvested cane ―so that, as close as 
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reasonably practicable, Harvesting Groups may operate with a 

continual empty Bin supply and the mill may plan and operate a 

traffic system which has a reliable supply of harvested cane‖ – 

clause 6 of Schedule 3. 

(e) Clause 6 of Schedule 3 also recognises that harvest rosters and daily 

bin delivery and pick up schedules should be organised so that daily 

finishing times for harvesting groups are nominally 6.00pm and that 

the schedule may be altered by Sucrogen in case of a change to 

circumstances affecting Harvesting Groups operating ―on a particular 

cane railway line or lines‖. 

(f) Harvesting Group allotments are to be determined on a basis which 

takes into account remaining cane to be harvested across the District.  

Importantly, Schedule 3 provides: 

(g) Where practicable, actual daily bin allotments to rostered 

Harvesting Groups are to be adjusted consistently across the 

District according to loading requirements for the Mills. 

(h) Daily allotments may be altered for various reasons including 

―Mill…..breakdowns‖ and ―transport logistics‖.  Where a temporary 

cessation of crushing at a Mill occurs as a result of one of the factors 

described in Schedule 3, the Schedule provides that ―each Grower in 

the affected Harvesting Group will suspend all burning, harvesting 

and delivery of cane until further notice‖ – clause 7 of Schedule 3. 

(i) Growers are required by Schedule 3 to harvest in accordance with 

their Harvesting Group’s rotation program and harvest roster ―with the 

objective of enabling the Harvesting Group to deliver its daily 

allotment by the scheduled delivery times‖ – clause 8 of Schedule 3. 

(j) Schedule 3 and the Handbook (Appendix 3 to this Annexure) 

recognises that continuous cane supply and the equitable and 

efficient harvesting and delivery of cane to the mills for processing is 

to be overseen by an Operations Review Committee comprising 

representatives of various organisations, the Growers’ Representative 

and Sucrogen.  The provision establishing the Committee expressly 

obliges Sucrogen to make available to the Committee all relevant data 

including ―access to the output of computer based information 

pertaining to the performance of the mill‖ – clause 9(d) of Schedule 3. 

(k) The direct link between the payments formula under the CSA, which 

links sugar value to the CCS of an individual Grower’s cane 

deliveries, is reinforced by clause 10 of Schedule 3 dealing with the 

requirements for consignment notes.  The consignment note must 

record, amongst other matters, the number of each bin used by the 

Grower in the correct delivery sequence of the bins to the siding used 

by that Grower.  This information is then used by Sucrogen when the 

mill receives the bins via the rail service to weigh and allocate data for 
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the calculation of cane payments under the CSA to the relevant 

Grower. 

4.8 As mentioned in paragraph 4.7(a), the Harvesting and Transport Handbook 

forms part of the CSA.  A review of the Handbook (see Appendix 3 to this 

Annexure) reveals that it contains many provisions, making it clear that the use 

of the rail service to transport harvested cane to the mill for crushing is an 

essential element of the production process for the manufacture of raw sugar in 

the Herbert.   

4.9 By way of illustration, we refer the Council to the ―Victoria Traffic Schedule 

Data 2009‖ (also described as the ―Loco Schedule‖ at page 10 of the 

Handbook
96

).  The Council will note that it contains various information 

regarding the allocation of bins to particular areas in the Herbert District via the 

Sucrogen rail network, including scheduled: 

 delivery times for empty bins overnight to sidings; 

 times for bins leaving the mill each day; 

 times for a first collection of filled bins; 

 loco arrival times back at the mill with full bins; and 

 times for a repeat of the process of distribution and collection of bins 

and arrival at the mill for processing. 

4.10 By way of illustration, set out below is a set of data from Sucrogen’s 2009 

Traffic Plan for both Victoria and Macknade areas showing the number of runs 

( a sequence that includes outward and inward travel) and trips (a uni-

directional event (half a run) made per day by Sucrogen’s locomotives 

servicing those areas.  

                                                   

96
  A similar schedule is also included for the Macknade Mill at page 12 of the Handbook. 
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VICTORIA AREA

Line Section Runs per day Trips per day

McKells to Abergowrie 8 16

Lannercost Ext to McKells 2 4

Stone River Junction to Lannercost Ext 3 6

Through Lannercost Junction 13 26

Mill to Top of Stone River 2 4

Mill to Lower Stone 2 4

Mill to Hamleigh (Mkd) 3 6

Through Hamleigh Junction 7 14

Through Stone River Junction 20 40

Through Ingham Township 20 40

Mill to Crystal Creek 2 4

Mill to Lower Crystal -Toobanna 3 6

Mill to Bambaroo - Grasso's Ext 4 8

Through Crystal Creek Junction 9 18

Mill to Blackrock 5 10

Through Blackrock Junction 14 28

Mill to Gairloch 3 6

Mill to Four Mile (Vra Cane) 3 6

Mill to Four Mile (Vra Sugar) 4 8

Mill to Four Mile (Mkd Hamleigh) 3 6

Mill to Four Mile (Mkd Transfer) 3 6

Mill to Nyanza 3 6

Through Nyanza Junction 16 32

Mill to Danger Camp 3 6

Through Danger Camp Junction 19 38

Total Trips 112 +

NOTE : Through Victoria  Yard

Every loco and every bin passes through

the Malcolm Moore points at least once every trip

Two yard locos run full time

Does not include civil locos or track vehicles  
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MACKNADE AREA

Line Section Runs per day Trips per day

Pietrobon's To Hawkins Creek 2 4

Seymour Junction to Pietrobons 3 6

Through Pietrobon's Junction 5 10

Seymour Line 3 6

Through Seymour Junction 8 16

Western Line 2 4

Through Western Line Junction 10 20

Central / Wharf Line 4 8

Through Central Line Junction 14 28

Mill to River Line 3 6

Mill to Forest Home / Lilyponds 3 6

Mill to Lucinda (Cane) 3 6

Mill to Lucinda (Sugar) 4 8

Mill to Lucinda (Vra Sugar) 4 8

Through Junctions Triangle to Lucinda 11 22

Through Halifax Township 11 22

Mill to Cassady Junction (cane) 3 6

Mill to Cassady Junction (Transfer) 3 6

Mill to Cassady Junction (Hamleigh) 3 6

Triangle to Cassady Junction (Vra Sugar) 4 8

Through Cassady Junction 13 26

Through Macknade Triangle 20 40

Across Macknade Bridge 19 38

Total Trips 72 +

Does not include Civil locos and track vehicles

 

4.11 The runs and trips in a Traffic Plan such as the ones shown above, constitute 

scheduled trips and runs.  It is common practise to utilise multiple 

unscheduled runs during the course of a cane season (and indeed, often on a 

daily basis during the season), especially at times when the supply of full bins 

and empty bins is short.  

4.12 It is also important to note that the collection and transportation schedule is 

constantly being re-assessed and adjusted.  The majority of adjustments come 

from the need to adjust empty bin deliveries due to unscheduled mill 

stoppages.  Sucrogen allows for unscheduled mill stoppages when it plans 

each day’s bin allocation and crushing schedule at 5.00am.  If midway through 

the day it senses or knows that the unscheduled stoppages are likely to be 

longer that day than the time allowed, it will reduce the balance of empty bin 

deliveries for that day to match the new expected throughput.  This will in most 

cases affect several loco runs.   

4.13 Similarly, harvesting operators will often adjust their bin requirements to finish 

out a paddock which will affect deliveries of empty bins to the sidings for that 

paddock and the next one to be utilised. 
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4.14 Sucrogen estimates that the average number of daily changes to the collection 

and transportation schedule each day during the cane season is: 

 Victoria Mill – 2 per day for mill stoppages affecting 8 loco runs and 

between 15 and 20 per day for siding changes; 

 Macknade Mill – 1 per day for mill stoppages affecting 5 loco runs and 

between 6 and 8 per day for siding changes. 

4.15 To further illustrate the fluid nature of the daily scheduled versus actual 

collection and crushing throughputs experienced by Sucrogen, Appendix 4 to 

this Annexure is a table showing the daily planned and actual transportation 

loads for each day of the 2009 cane season in the Herbert district. 

4.16 We also ask the Council to note that NQBE’s statement at paragraph 7.19 of its 

application, regarding the ease with which it submits it could take up capacity 

on the Tram Network, is both simplistic and highly misleading, as is evident 

from the number of daily train movements referred to in paragraph 4.10 of this 

annexure. 

4.17 As referred to in paragraph 1.2 of this Annexure, the relevant provisions of the 

Sucrogen CSA discussed above are materially reflected in the NQBE 

Agreement offered to potential suppliers of cane to NQBE. 

4.18 Sucrogen submits that to the extent that NQBE proposes to manufacture raw 

sugar at its proposed facility using the Tram Network, NQBE would, like 

Sucrogen, be using the rail service as an essential part of NQBE’s production 

process. 

5 Logistical matters 

5.1 Sucrogen manages its rail network for the delivery of empty bins and the 

collection of full bins for processing on a continuous crushing cycle during the 

cane season.  It does this in a manner which is consistent with the CSA.   

5.2 In particular, Sucrogen: 

 develops harvesting and crushing schedules at the start of each 

season so as to best ensure continuous crushing each day during the 

target 22 week cane season; 

 daily, at around 4.00pm, Sucrogen communicates an estimate of 

likely bins required for each harvesting group the next day to aid their 

harvest planning;  

 at the start of each day it adjusts the collection schedule for full bins 

and the delivery schedule for empty bins, having regard to the 

previous day’s crush and the amount of cane required that day for 

crushing rates to be maintained at the optimal level, as well as any 

anticipated rain or maintenance interruptions; 

 it communicates with Harvesting Groups and independent harvesting 

contractors that are contracted to Growers on a daily basis to ensure 

that the harvesting schedule is best organised to ensure optimum 
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delivery of cane to sidings for efficient collection.  It constantly reviews 

the harvesting schedule and changes it as required on a daily basis; 

and 

 it calculates the number of bins which are required out in the field at 

sidings each day and ensures that maintenance crews are 

despatched as required to keep the rail network and the milling 

operations fully effective. 

5.3 The Council is also asked to note that the mill performance clauses in the CSA, 

which are designed to ensure that crushing rates at the mill are maintained so 

as to minimise season length, have been the subject of long and involved 

negotiations between Sucrogen and growers’ representatives.  Growers take 

an active role in monitoring and occasionally challenging Sucrogen’s milling 

performance. 

6 There is a single integrated production process 

6.1 Anticipating the argument from Sucrogen that there is a single integrated 

production process for the manufacture of raw sugar from sugarcane, NQBE 

submits that the Tram Service is not the use of a production process 

because:
97

 

The Tram Network is a connector of two discrete production 

processes operated by different entities.  The first production process 

is the growing and subsequent harvesting of the sugar cane by the 

growers.  The second production process is the processing of 

harvested sugar cane at the mill[
98

] currently only operated by 

Sucrogen. 

6.2 Sucrogen disagrees with this characterisation. 

6.3 First, Sucrogen disagrees that the growing and harvesting of sugarcane is a 

―production process‖ within the meaning of Part IIIA of the Trade Practices Act.  

The growing of sugarcane is a natural process, not a ―production process‖.  

Additionally, the harvesting of sugarcane does not transform or process one 

thing into another. 

6.4 Secondly, Sucrogen submits there is a single integrated production process.  

Sucrogen concedes that NQBE’s argument would have some force if 

sugarcane was not perishable and could be stockpiled beside the Tram 

Network to be collected at the mill owner’s convenience.  But this is not the 

case.  Elsewhere in its submission, NQBE states:
99

 

                                                   

97
  NQBE’s submission, par 5.3. 

98
  This is an example of an error by NQBE in its submission (see paragraph Error! Reference 

source not found.).  Sucrogen has two mills in the Herbert River region, as NQBE notes 

elsewhere in its submission (eg paragraph 7.18). 

99
  NQBE’s submission, par 8.64. 
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To obtain maximum sugar yield from cane the time between 

harvesting and processing through the mill train must be minimised. 

6.5 Sucrogen agrees with this statement (see section 2 of this annexure–Error! 

Reference source not found.).  It demonstrates why sugarcane processing is 

a single, integrated production process. 

6.6 As set out in section 2 of this annexure,– to maximise the sugar obtained from 

sugarcane: 

(a) the sugarcane must be crushed during that part of the year when the 

sugar content of cane is generally highest; and 

(b) the sugarcane must be crushed as soon as possible after harvesting. 

6.7 The efficient operation of Sucrogen’s mills (which NQBE accepts is a 

production process
100

) therefore requires coordinating the harvesting process 

and the transportation of harvested sugarcane to the mill on both a seasonal 

and daily basis.  As set out above, Sucrogen does this.  This is in the interest 

of not only Sucrogen (as mill owner) but the grower too, because under cane 

supply agreements the grower’s payment depends on the sugar content of the 

crushed sugarcane provided by the grower. 

6.8 Indeed, because ownership of the sugarcane is transferred from the grower to 

Sucrogen at the siding (see paragraph 4.4(i) above), Sucrogen’s Mills can be 

considered to extend—at least functionally—to the sidings.  On this view, the 

Tram Network is in fact functionally inside Sucrogen’s Mills.  This is supported 

by the fact that it is Sucrogen who determines the harvesting schedule: ie 

Sucrogen sets the time of day harvesters may expect to get bins and allocates 

the number of bins required for factory throughputs across all machines  

rostered to harvest each day in order to minimise delays between harvesting 

and crushing. 

6.9 The Council is particularly asked to note: 

(a) Sugarcane cannot be stockpiled due to its perishable nature and must 

be crushed as soon as practicable after harvesting so as to maximise 

the sugar yield. 

(b) The cane payment formula applicable under Sucrogen’s cane supply 

agreements (and apparently, under NQBE’s proposed cane supply 

agreements) requires weighing, sampling and measurement of 

sugarcane on an farmer by farmer basis.  This requires the sugarcane 

delivered by the transport system to be tracked from the delivery point 

at the siding to the point of crushing at the Mill. 

(c) As a consequence of the factors in paragraphs (a) and (b) above, 

there is no buffer storage between the transportation and milling 

sections of the process for the production of raw sugar. 

                                                   

100
  NQBE’s application, par 5.3. 
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(d) As there is no buffer storage, any disturbance in the milling 

throughput is directly reflected in the availability of empty bins at the 

delivery points (sidings), and any disturbance in the transport 

throughput is directly reflected in the milling throughput. 

6.10 Sucrogen submits that these matters demonstrate the integration of transport 

and milling into a single production process. 

7 The High Court’s BHPBIO decision can be distinguished 

7.1 NQBE submits that the High Court’s decision in BHP Billiton Iron Ore Pty Ltd v 

National Competition Council
101

 has ―made it clear that [NQBE’s proposed] use 

of the Tram Network is not the use of Sucrogen’s production process‖.
102

 

7.2 Sucrogen disagrees.  It considers that the current application can be 

distinguished from the application considered by the High Court in BHPBIO in 

three ways. 

The Tram Service is different from the service considered by the High Court 

7.3 First, Sucrogen submits that the High Court’s decision in BHPBIO can be 

distinguished because of the significantly different nature of Sucrogen’s 

network as opposed to BHPBIO’s. 

7.4 An important submission by the access seeker before the High Court in 

BHPBIO was reported as:
103

 

There is no single integrated production process.  A significant 

amount of the ore, by the time it got on to the trains, had already been 

the subject of purchase and sale agreements.  In those cases a 

marketable commodity came into existence before transport, so a 

production process was completed by the time of transport. 

7.5 This cannot be said about Sucrogen’s network, as set out in this Annexure. 

7.6 There is no marketable commodity that has come into existence before 

transport.  Sugarcane itself is not traded.
104

  Sucrogen takes ownership of the 

sugarcane at the siding to which it is delivered and then processes it into sugar 

(and by-products) before sale.  Sucrogen sells the sugar produced from the 

cane; not the sugarcane itself. 

7.7 Additionally, the sugarcane transported over the Tram Network is a raw 

product which must be processed promptly.  Because sugarcane is perishable 

and the sugar content (CCS) diminishes as time passes after harvest, 

sugarcane: 

                                                   

101
  (2008) 236 CLR 145; [2008] HCA 45. 

102
  NQBE’s application, par 5.4. 

103
  (2008) 236 CLR 145 at 150. 

104
  Other than under agreements between the grower and Sucrogen, which purchases it for 

processing. 
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(a) cannot be stockpiled like iron ore and other minerals; and 

(b) must be crushed as soon as possible after harvest to maximise its 

value to both Sucrogen and the growers who supplied it. 

7.8 This is a significant point of distinction from iron ore and other minerals. 

7.9 For these reasons, Sucrogen submits that the Tram Service is fundamentally 

different to, and distinguishable from, the service considered by the High Court 

in BHPBIO. 

NQBE says that it will use the service for its production process 

7.10 Secondly, Sucrogen submits that one of the factors that the High Court 

considered to be of importance in BHPBIO is not present in NQBE’s 

application, providing a further basis to distinguish BHPBIO. 

7.11 In BHPBIO, the High Court wrote (Sucrogen’s emphasis):
105

 

It also may be accepted that the use of the rail tracks and associated 

infrastructure by BHPBIO is integral to the series of operations that 

constitute the CSMS.  But this is the production process of BHPBIO to 

produce the marketable commodities in which the joint venturers 

trade.  That is not the production process of Fortescue. 

7.12 That is, the High Court evidently considered it important that the access seeker 

in that case, Fortescue, was not intending to use the rail tracks and associated 

infrastructure for its production process. 

7.13 This is not the case for NQBE’s application. 

7.14 In NQBE’s submission, NQBE makes numerous express references to the fact 

that it will be processing sugarcane (as well as timber and sorghum) at its 

proposed Factory.  For example, NBQE states that (Sucrogen’s emphasis): 

(a) its Factory will ―process sugar cane and other available feed stocks 

(eg: timber, sorghum) into crystal sugar, ethanol, electricity and bio-

fertilizer‖;
106

 

(b) its Factory will have a ―processing capacity of 2.5 million tonnes of 

sugar cane‖;
107

 

(c) it intends to use the Tram Network, to transport timber and sorghum 

to its Factory ―for processing‖;
108

 

(d) it will purchase sugarcane from growers and transport it to its Factory 

―for processing‖;
109

 

                                                   

105
  (2008) 236 CLR 145 at 160 [37] per Gummow, Kirby, Hayne, Heydon, Crennan, and Kiefel JJ. 

106
  NQBE’s application, par 1.2. 

107
  NQBE’s application, par 1.3. 

108
  NQ BE’s application, par 2.10(b). 

109
  NQBE’s application, par 2.12. 
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(e) woodchip and sorghum will be hauled to its Factory ―so that it [sic] can 

be processed‖;
110

 

(f) it intends ―to compete with Sucrogen in sugar cane processing in the 

Herbert River district‖;
111

 

(g) it ―is proposing to process at its Factory sugar cane and other 

feedstocks‖;
112

 

(h) it intends to have a ―diversified processing factory‖.
113

 

7.15 Additionally, NQBE attached to its submission ―a flowchart showing the 

production chain of the NQBE process‖.
114

 

7.16 Sucrogen therefore submits that NQBE proposes to acquire the Tram Service 

as an essential part of NQBE’s production process. 

NQBE’s production process is the same as Sucrogen’s production process 

7.17 Thirdly, Sucrogen submits that to the extent that NQBE uses the Tram Service 

for the production of sugar at its proposed Factory in a similar manner to that 

described in annexure B, use of the Tram Service by NQBE also amounts to 

the use of the same production process as Sucrogen.  Put another way, the 

use of the Tram Service does not simply amount to a use of NQBE’s 

production process, it amounts to a use of Sucrogen’s production process. 

7.18 In this regard, Sucrogen notes that the conditional cane supply agreement 

issued by NQBE in 2009 (a copy of which is Annexure C to this submission) is 

indistinguishable in respect of all relevant provisions detailing the harvesting, 

collection and supply arrangements from the collective cane supply agreement 

utilised in respect of the 2008 season by Sucrogen in the Herbert District.   

7.19 Sucrogen also notes that NQBE has not identified any material differences of 

approach to the way in which it proposes to organise harvesting, collection, 

transportation and crushing processes for cane in its operations, as compared 

to the processes employed by Sucrogen at Sucrogen’s Mills. 

8 Conclusion 

8.1 In summary, Sucrogen submits that the transportation of sugarcane across the 

Tram Network and any use by NQBE of the Tram Network for the production of 

raw sugar in a similar fashion, necessarily constitutes an essential part of the 

production process. 

8.2 In this regard, in summary, Sucrogen asks the Council to note: 

                                                   

110
  NQBE’s application, par 7.23. 

111
  NQBE’s application, par 8.26. 

112
  NQBE’s application, par 8.28; see also par 8.41. 

113
  NQBE’s application, par 8.41. 

114
  NQBE’s application, par 8.28.  The flowchart is attachment 8. 
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(a) sugarcane is perishable and must be milled as soon as practicable 

after harvesting; 

(b) sugarcane cannot be stockpiled like (say), iron ore—it must be milled 

as soon as practicable; 

(c) sugarcane harvested and milled in the Herbert is not co-mingled—it is 

delivered into empty bins by harvesters on behalf of growers and it is 

weighed, analysed and ultimately paid for, on a delivery-by-delivery, 

grower-by-grower basis; 

(d) the perishable nature of sugarcane and the adverse effect of delay in 

harvesting on CCS, processing and sugar recovery from sugarcane 

deterioration is reflected in the CSA provisions requiring an efficient 

transportation and milling process and in all of Sucrogen’s logistical 

and operational efforts; 

(e) the cane season is of limited duration each year, thereby forcing 

Sucrogen to organise itself and the growers and harvesters to operate 

in the most efficient manner, particularly in relation to the collection 

and transportation of cane for crushing; and 

(f) the linkage between payment provisions and CCS require an 

equitable distribution of collection arrangements, as well as efficiency 

in the production process, including efficiency in the transportation of 

cane from the point of delivery at the siding to the mill for crushing. 
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Appendix 1 to annexure B 

Sucrogen’s cane supply agreement 
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c
D

Date

Parties
CSR Sugar Pty Limited ABN 47 098 999 985 of 9 Help Street, Chatswood,
New South Wales (CSR)

The party identified in Schedule 1 (Grower)

Background
The Grower wishes to supply Cane to CSR and CSR wishes to purchase that
Cane on the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement.

The Grower may also wish to take up an opportunity to forward price some of
the Cane the Grower will provide under this Agreement and CSR will facilitate
that forward pricing on the terms of a related Forward Price Agreement to be
read in conjunction with this Agreement.

This Agreement is a collective contract as defined in section 33 of the Act.

The terms of this collective contract have been negotiated on the Grower's
behalf by the Growers' Representative and is authorised by section 237 of the
Act.

Agreed terms

lnterpretation
Definitions
ln this Agreement:

Act means lhe Sugar lndustry Act f999 (Old) as amended from time to time
during the term of this Agreement.

Agreement means this agreement including allof its Schedules, Addendums
and Appendices (including, where applicable, the terms of any Fon¡vard Price
Agreement entered into by the Grower to the extent that the Fon¡vard Price
Agreement amends this Agreement).

Bin means a cane railway bin.

Block means a delineated area being cultivated for Cane production where the
area contains Cane considered to be of the same Gane class (ratoon age) and
variety as indicated by the Grower. Each Block recorded for a Farm has a
numeric code (in the form 1-2) unique to that Farm and a calculated area in

hectares.

1

1.1
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Business Day means a day which is not a Saturday, Sunday or bank or public
holiday in the District referred to in Schedule 1.

Cane means sugar cane (being the outer rind and all components of the sugar
cane) to be supplied by the Grower and other Suppliers.

Cane Analysis means the procedures for determining CCS and other
characteristics as described in the Cane Analysis Program.

Cane Analysis Program means the cane analysis program in use by CSR in

the Distríct as amended from time to time and a copy of which is available for
inspection from CSR at any of its Mills in the District.

Cane Auditor means, pursuant to the Cane Analysis Program, an auditor of
Cane samples and other matters specified in this Agreement.

CCS means the commercial cane sugar determined in accordance with the
Cane Analysis Program for a Delivery.

CCS (Actual Sample) means the CCS for the Grower's Delivery of Cane as
determined in accordance with the Cane Analysis Program.

CCS (Relative) means the CCS calculated for the Grower in accordance with
Schedule 5 - clause 3 (Relative CCS).

Collective Cane means all Cane supplied in a Relevant Season by Collective
Growers.

Collective Growers means parties represented by the Growers'
Representative and supplying Cane to CSR under the terms of a collective
contract as defined in section 33 of the Act for crushing at a Mill.

Consignment Note means the printed form provided by CSR to the Grower to
identify and provide details relating to every Delivery of Cane.

Contract Area means the area of Land nominated in hectares in Schedule 1

from which Cane is to be supplied to CSR under this Agreement.

Corresponding Agreement means a form of cane supply agreement entered
into by Collective Growers containing the same terms as this Agreement or the
same terms as an extension of this Agreement, as applicable.

Grop means the aggregate tonnes of Cane growing on the Lands of all
Suppliers for harvest during the Relevant Season.

Crushing Season means the period in each of the Relevant Seasons during
which CSR crushes Cane at its Mills in the District.

CSR means CSR Sugar Pty Limited ABN 47 098 999 985.

Delivery means the harvested Cane contained in the Bins whose numbers are
recorded on a particular Consignment Note, whether this information be
provided or amended by the Grower, his/its agent or CSR. (A Delivery may
subsequently be divided for juice sampling in accordance with the Cane
Analysis Program).

Delivery Point means the cane railway siding or other location at which the
Grower is to deliver the Grower's Cane to CSR.
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District means the Land cultivated for the production of Cane in the district
identified in Schedule 1.

District Gane means all Cane supplied to CSR under Cane supply
agreements in the District.

EFT means Electronic Funds Transfer by way of the gateway system operated
by Australian financial institutions as a means used by CSR for making
payments to the Grower.

EU Quota Value means the value expressed in AUD per Tonne IPS sugar
(exclusive of GST), as advised by CSR from tíme to time, specifically derived
from the sale of raw sugar supplied by CSR during the Relevant Season and
managed, marketed and priced by QSL under any European Union Quota
secured on CSR's behalf. The value will be determined by QSL net of all
marketing (including shipping and handling) and financing costs incurred in

executing sales to the European Union Quota market.

Extraneous Matter means Cane plant material unsuitable for the production of
raw sugar such as tops, trash, dried-up, diseased or decayed Cane as well as

dirt, rocks and any other non-Cane or foreign matter included with Cane
supplied in Bins.

Farm means the aggregate of Blocks that the Grower has indicated will
constitute each discrete supply unit as shown in Schedule 1 by its unique
Farm number identifier.

Forward Price Agreement means an agreement, if any, between the Grower
and CSR pursuant to which the Grower forward prices a portion of the
Grower's Cane to be supplied to CSR pursuant to this Agreement.

Grower means the person who has signed this Agreement to supply Cane to
CSR, being a member or applicant for membership of the Growers'
Representative.

Growers' Representative means the bargaíning representative (as defined in

the Act)that negotiated the terms of this collective Agreement and being the
organisation identified as the Growers' Representative in Schedule 1.

GST means the Goods and Services Tax referred to in A New Tax System
(Goods and Seruices Tax)Act 1999 as amended.

Harvest Day means the calendar day on which a Delivery is harvested.

Harvesting Group means the Grower, or a group comprising the Grower and
other Suppliers, whose Lands are to be harvested together in an agreed
manner.

Harvesting Group Spokesperson means the person selected by the
members of a Harvesting Group to confer with CSR and others regarding
Harvesting Group matters.

IPS or International Polarisation Scale means the value adjustment scale for
sugar described in the rules of the Sugar Association of London. lt defines
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incremental value premiums and penalties applied to sugar above 96 degrees
polarisation.

Land means the land upon which the Grower has agreed to grow Cane or all
land upon which the Grower and other Suppliers have agreed to grow Cane, as
the context requires.

Long Term Contract Value means the value expressed in AUD per Tonne
IPS sugar (exclusive of GST), as advised by CSH from time to time, specifically
derived from the sale of raw sugar supplied by CSR during the Relevant
Season and managed, marketed and priced by QSL under specific long term
supply contracts to specific markets (excluding the USA and the European
Union). The value will be determined by QSL net of all marketing (including
shipping and handling) and financing costs incurred in executing sales to those
markets.

Mill means a raw sugar processing mill in the District.

QSL means Queensland Sugar Limited, ABN 76 090152211

Reference Sugar Value means the weighted average sugar value expressed
in AUD per Tonne IPS sugar (exclusive of GST) of CSR's allocation of sugar to
US Quota, EU Quota, Long Term Contracts and the Seasonal Pool for the
balance of CSR's total sugar production for the Relevant Season.

Related Body Gorporate has the same meaning as is ascribed to that term in
lhe Corporations Act 200l (Cth).

Relevant Season means, subject to clause 2.5, one or more of the years
described as "Relevant Season" in Schedule 1, as the context requires.

Seasonal Pool means a pool of raw sugar which is produced by CSR during
the Relevant Season and marketed through QSL, and in respect of which the
pricing and foreign currency transactions are managed by QSL in its díscretion
during the period commencing immediately after the pricing declaration date
(30tr November prior to the Relevant Season, or as otherwise advised in writing
by CSR) and ending on 30 June following the Relevant Season and taking into
account the variability of CSR's supply estimates and QSL's other suppliers'
estimates across that period according to variations in seasonal conditions,
Cane yields and processed tonnage for the Relevant Season.

Seasonal Pool Value means the value expressed in AUD per Tonne IPS
sugar (exclusive of GST), in respect of sugar allocated by CSR to the Seasonal
Pool, as advised by CSR from time to time.

Start Date means, in relation to each Crushing Season, the date on which a
Millwill commence crushing Cane as determined in accordance with
clause 3.1.

Supplier means all persons in a District supplying Cane to CSR in accordance
with supply contracts in a Relevant Season.

US Quota Value means the value expressed in AUD per Tonne IPS sugar
(exclusive of GST), as advised by CSR from time to time, specifically derived
from the sale of raw sugar supplied by CSR during the Relevant Season, and
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managed and marketed under specific US Quota entitlements issued to CSR
by the Australian Government, and in respect of which the pricing and foreign
currency transactions are managed by QSL in its discretion. The value will be
determined by QSL net of all marketing (including shipping and handling) and
financing costs incurred in executing sales to this market.

Website means the internet website operated by CSR,
www.csrsugarmills.com.au, which contains information relevant to Suppliers
and which the Grower can access in a secure way to obtain information
relevant to the supply and payment for Cane under this Agreement.

1.2 Construction
Unless expressed to the contrary, in this Agreement:

(a) words in the singular include the plural and vice versa;

(b) any gender includes the other genders;

(c) if a word or phrase is defined its other grammatical forms have

corresponding meanings;

(d) "includes" means includes without limitation;

(e) no rule of construction will apply to a clause to the disadvantage of a
party merely because that party put forward the clause or would
otherwise benefit from it; and

(f) a reference to:

(¡) a person includes a partnership, joint venture, unincorporated
association, corporation and a government or statutory body or
authoritY;

(ii) a person includes the person's legal personal representatives,
successors, assigns and persons substituted by novation;

(iii) any legislation includes subordinate legislation under it and
includes that legislation and subordinate legislation as modified or
replaced; and

(iv) an obligation includes a warranty or representation and a reference
to a failure to comply with an obligation includes a breach of
warranty or representation.

1.3 Headings
Headings do not affect the interpretation of this Agreement.

1.4 CSR Related Bodies Corporate
(a) The parties acknowledge that CSR may exercise some or all of its rights

and perform some or all of its obligations under this Agreement through
one or more of its Related Bodies Corporate. ln such cases, the acts
and omissions of any such Related Body Corporate will be deemed to be

the acts or omissions of CSR and the Grower agrees to pursue any
rights it may have arising in rélation to this Agreement and its
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(b)

(c)

performance or non-performance against CSR solely, and to release
CSR's Related Bodies Corporate from any such claims whether in tort,
contract or otherwise.

The Grower acknowledges and agrees that this clause operates for the
benefit of and may be relied upon by CSR's Related Bodies Corporate
and that CSR accepts the benefit of the clause as agent by this
Agreement for each of its Related Bodies Corporate.

This clause shall survive termination and expiration of this Agreement.

Term and Transfer of Land

Commencement
This Agreement will commence on the date upon which it has been signed by
both CSR and the Grower. The Grower acknowledges that CSR will only sign
and be bound by this Agreement after it has received signed contracts from a
sufficient number of Collective Growers to justify, in CSR's discretion,
commitment to the terms of this Agreement.

Term
Subject to clause 2.5, this Agreement remains in force until final payment is
made by CSR for the last Relevant Season referred to in Schedule 1.

Opt out provision
(a) The Grower may, with the prior written consent of CSR, cease to be a

party to this Agreement by entering into another collective contract for
the supply to CSR of Cane otherwise to be supplied under this
Agreement, or by entering into an individual supply contract with CSR for
Cane that would otherwise be supplied under this Agreement.

(b) CSR must consult with the Grower Representative before giving its
consent, and CSR's consent may be subject to conditions including a
condition that the Grower pay to GSR an administration fee to reflect the
cost of administering the change in contracts.

(c) The Grower acknowledges that the Grower cannot cease to be a party to
this Agreement pursuant to this clause 2.3 during the course of a
Crushing Season. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this clause
prevents the Grower from transferring the Grower's Land in accordance
with the process described in clause 2.4.

Transfer of Land
(a) The Grower may sell, novate, assign or otherwise transfer the Grower's

interest in the Land (including by the granting of a lease) to a transferee
(Transferee) provided that:

(i) The Transferee executes an agreement with CSR (in a form
satisfactory to CSR) (Accession Agreement) pursuant to which the
Transferee agrees to be bound by the terms of this agreement for

2

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4
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to be bound bv the Fon¡uard Price

(ii) The Grower will remain liable to CSR for any breaches of this
Agreement and the Forward Price Agreement that occurred before
the date on which the Transferee and CSR execute the Accession
Agreement.

2.5 Extension of term
CSR and the Growers Representative shall meet to review the operation
of the Agreement and to determine whether any clauses require variation
as provided for in clause 15.12 prior to 1 5 December in each year of this
Agreement.

Unless the Grower otherwise advises CSR in writing prior to 28 February
in each year following the December date referred to in paragraph (a),

the Grower will be deemed to have made an offer to extend the term of
this Agreement (Extension Offer) to cover another Crushing Season
beyond the last Relevant Season under the then current term.

Unless CSR advises the Grower in writing that it rejects an Extension
Offer by 24 March following the December date referred to in paragraph
(a), this Agreement will be deemed to have been extended for a fudher
Crushing Season and the description of Relevant Seasons in Schedule
1 shall be amended accordingly and all other provisions of this
Agreement shall apply as if the additional Crushing Season always
formed partof this Agreement.

For the avoidance of doubt, for as long as Extension Offers are not
rejected by CSR it will have the effect of creating a rolling three year
Agreement. Where the Grower advises that it is not extending prior to 28
February in a particular year, or where CSR rejects an Extension Offer, it
will have the effect of bringing this Agreement to an end when the final
payment for Cane is made to the Grower in respect of the last Crushing
Season of the then current three year term.

2.6 Early extens¡on of term
Where CSR elects to allow forward pricing for Cane to be supplied
beyond the current term of this Agreement and that election is made
before 15 December in a Relevant Season, CSR will notify the Growers'
Representative and the Grower of that decision.

Where the Grower wishes to participate in a forward price agreement for
Cane to be supplied beyond the current term of this Agreement, the term
of this Agreement may be extended at an earlier date than the date
referred to in clause 2.5 by mutual agreement of CSR and the Grower
evidenced in writing, or by electronic means through the Website.

The parties acknowledge and agree that where an early extension
occurs as contemplated by clause 2.6(b), any subsequent extension of
this Agreement effected pursuant to clause 2.5(a) will be binding upon
the Grower and CSR and will replace the agreement extended pursuant

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)
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2.7

to this clause 2.6, to the extent that the extended agreement under this
clause relates to the same Relevant Season(s) referred to in the
extension effected pursuant to clause 2.5.

(d) However, if this Agreement has been extended pursuant to this clause
2.6 and subsequently, an insufficient number of Collective Growers (in

the opinion of CSR, acting reasonably) effect an extension of their
Corresponding Agreements covering the same Relevant Season(s) to
which the early extension by the Grower under this clause relates, CSR
reserves the right to terminate the Agreement extended pursuant to this
clause 2.6 insofar as it relates to the extension beyond the term of this
Agreement in effect at the time of the extension pursuant to this clause
2.6. ln those circumstances:

(i) the termination will be by written notice;

(ii) the termination will be without liability under this Agreement and
without prejudice to either party's rights under any forward price
agreement with the Grower relating to the period of the terminated
extension; and

(iii) the Grower agrees to execute a replacement cane supply
agreement, if any, negotiated by CSR and the Growers'
Representative covering the same or more Relevant Seasons as
the terminated parl of the extended Agreement.

Affect on lnter¡m Agreements
(a) Where a cane supply agreement already exists between the Grower and

CSR Limited in respect of the Cane proposed to be supplied under this
Agreement (including any extension of this Agreement) (lnterim
Agreement) the Grower and CSR, as agent for CSR Limited, agree that
the lnterim Agreement will automatically terminate upon execution of this
Agreement or upon an extension being effected, as applicable.

(b) Such termination will be without prejudice to any rights of the parties to
the lnterim Agreement in respect of obligations that accrued prior to the
date of termination.

(c) Any supply of Cane under the terms of the lnterim Agreement will be
treated as having been supplied under this Agreement.

Crushing Seasons
Start Date
(a) Before the stad of each Relevant Season, CSR will consult with the

Growers' Representative and the representatives of other collectives
regarding a suitable Start Date for the commencement of crushing at
each of its Mills in the District. Having regard to those consultations and
based on:

3

3.1
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3.2

(i) CSR's estimate of the Crop size for the Relevant Season;

(ii) each Mill's capacity having regard to past performance and any
known factors likely to affect performance of the Mill(s) in the
forthcoming Relevant Season; and

(iii) an allowance for normally expected wet weather, cleaning
intermissions and unplanned stops at the Mills,

CSR will decide a proposed Start Date for each Mill and consult with the
Growers' Representative in relation to that proposed Start Date. After
that further consultation, CSR will determine the intended Start Date and
notify the Grower of the intended Start Date for each Mill by placement of
a notice on the Website. CSR will use reasonable endeavours to
nominate the planned Start Date by the end of April in each year of this
Agreement.

(b) The actual Start Date and time at each Mill for the purposes of this
Agreement will be the time at which the first Cane for the Relevant
Season passes through the number one crushing unit of the relevant
Miil.

Different Start Dates
(a) ln Districts where there is more than one Mill, CSR may nominate

different Staft Dates for each of the Mills in the District after consultation
with Growers' Representative and the grower representatives of other
collective Suppliers.

(b) For Districts with more than one Mill, there may be additional clauses
that apply in relation to the commencement of crushing contaíned in

Schedule 2.

Crushing Schedule
Having regard to the factors in paragraphs (i), (ii) and (iii) of clause 3.1(a),
CSR will also determine a crushing schedule after consultation with the
Growers' Representative. Subject to the factors referred to in clauses
3.1(a)(ii) and 3.1(a)(iii), the crushing schedule will be designed to allow for
continuous 7 day per week crushing or such other mode of crushing
determined after consultation with the Growers' Representative.

Delays
(a) The parties acknowledge that delays to crushing can and do occur as a

result of wet weather, inadequate Cane supply, delayed Cane supply
against supply levels anticipated by CSR, or supply against CSR
scheduled deliveries, Cane quality issues, Mill breakdowns and cleaning
periods and factors outside the control of the parties.

(b) Subject to clause 3.5(a), recommencement of crushing at a Mill after a
delay willtake place as soon as practicable taking into account relevant
factors including, without limitation:

3.3

3.4
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3.5

(i) the moisture of the soil and the suitability for harvest so as not to
unnecessarily damage Cane stools for subsequent seasons;

(ii) the ability of CSR to obtain sufficient Cane from all Suppliers to
maintain an adequate supply of Cane to the Millto allow, in CSR's
opinion, acting reasonably, commercially justified operation of the
Mill;and

(iii) the factors, if any, specified in Schedule 2.

Cessation of Crushing
(a) Crushing of Cane at a particular Mill in a Relevant Season may cease

when, in the opinion of CSR, acting reasonably and after consultation
with Growers' Representatives and the grower representatives of other
collective Suppliers:

(i) the Cane available to be crushed at that Mill falls below the
tonnage of Cane that CSR requires to have the Mill operate on an
economically viable basis; or

(ii) due to prolonged or regular wet weather interruptions to harvesting
of Cane or other circumstances, CSR considers that there is
inadequate volumes of Cane being supplied on a regular basis to
economically justify continuation of the Crushing Season at that
Miil.

(b) By giving at least 10 Business Days notice, CSR will notify the Grower in

writing of the date on which it is expected harvesting will cease. CSR will
use its best endeavours to keep the Grower informed by way of notices
on the Website of any change to the likely date of cessation of
harvesting.

(c) For Districts with more than one Mill, there may be additional clauses
that apply in relation to the cessation of crushing contained in Schedule
2.

Cane supply obligations
Grower's obligation
Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the Grower agrees to:

(a) Grow Cane for supply to CSR in each Relevant Season on the minimum
percentage of the Contract Area as specified in Schedule 1;

(b) supply that Cane to the Delivery Point in accordance with the harvest
roster times determined in accordance with this Agreement subject to
CSR fulfilling its obligations in relation to empty Bin delivery;

(c) grow only Cane varieties approved pursuant to the Plant Protection Act
1989 as amended from time to time; and

(d) utilise sustainable agronomic practices in endeavouring to produce Cane
of acceptable quality.

4

4.1
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4.2 Standover Cane
(a) The Grower may leave standover Cane on the Land in any year, subject

to the Grower first making application to CSR, stating reasons in writing,
prior to the end of October in the Relevant Season, and the application
being approved in writing by CSR. ln considering an application under
this clause, CSR will act reasonably and will have regard to such factors
as weather impacts and the time at which Cane will be ratooned. CSR's
approval may be given subject to an obligation on the Grower to make
payments under the Fonruard Price Agreement, if any, for that portion of
the Cane being stood over.

(b) ln the event that the likelihood of standover Cane only becomes
apparent after the end of October in a Relevant Season, the Grower will
advise CSR accordingly as soon as practicable and, unless CSR, acting
reasonably, notifies the Grower within 10 Business Days of the advice
from the Grower that CSR requires such Cane to be harvested, the
Grower may, subject to making any payments due under any Fonvard
Price Agreement in relation to the standover Cane, allow the Cane to be
stood-over.

More than one farm worked ¡n conjunction
Where a Grower owns, leases or manages more than one properly in the
District in respect of which the Grower has signed Cane supply Agreements
with CSR and duly made a nomination in Schedule 1, the Grower will not be in
breach of this Agreement for failing to comply with clause 4.1(a) if the Grower
supplies Cane from the minimum percentage of Contract Area specified in

Schedule 1 of the total area of Land owned, leased or managed by the Grower
and in respect of which the Grower has signed a Cane supply Agreement with
CSR.

Proposed increases to Contract Area
(a) lf the Grower wishes to increase the area of Land from which Cane will

be grown for supply to CSR under this Agreement from that specified in

Schedule 1, the Grower will provide written notice to CSR and the
Growers Representative at least one month prior to planting of Cane on
that additional Land.

(b) CSR will notify the Grower within 10 Busíness Days of receiving notice of
the proposed additional planting ¡f CSR decides that it does not wish to
accept Cane from the additional Land. lf CSR fails to notify the Grower
within the 10 Business Day time limit, CSR will be deemed to have
decided that it will accept Cane from the additional Land.

(c) Where CSR agrees or is deemed to have agreed to accept Cane from
the additional Land, the additional Land will be deemed to form part of
the Contract Area under this Agreement for all purposes from that date,
and the Cane from that additional Land will be deemed to be Cane for all
purposes under this Agreement from that date.

4.3

4.4
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4.5 Proposed reduction in Contract Area

Where a Grower wishes lo reduce the Contract area during the term of this
Agreement, the Grower must make written application (with reasons)to, and
obtain the written consent from, CSR which must act reasonably (without
obligation to accept the proposal) in considering any such request.

4.6 New Collect¡ve members
(a) Where, before the commencement of a Relevant Season a Supplier

applies to become and is accepted as a Collective Grower in the same
collective as the one to which the Grower belongs, the provisions of this
Agreement requíring calculations of CCS and other matters on a
collective basis shall be applied from the start of the next Relevant
Season so as to include the Cane supplied by the Supplier that
successfully applied to become a Collective Grower

(b) For the avoidance of doubt, clause 4.6(a) will not apply during a

Relevant Season in respect of a Supplier that became a Collective
Grower during that Relevant Season and will only apply from the starl of
the next Fìelevant Season.

5 Harvesting, Transport, Bin Supply and Workplace
Health and Safety

5.1 Obligations
(a) CSR will be responsible for scheduling the harvesting and transportation

of the Grower's Cane.

(b) CSR shall use its best endeavours to ensure that the Harvesting Group
is provided with a continuous supply of Bins as near as practicable to the
rostered time and the Grower commits to using their best endeavours to
ensure harvested Cane is delivered, consigned and Bins are available
for collection by the scheduled pick up time.

5.2 Harvesting Group
The Grower must participate in a Harvesting Group selected by the Grower
after consultation with CSR.

5.3 Spokesperson
Where the Grower is a member of a Harvesting Group with other Suppliers, the
Grower will meet with the other Suppliers for the purpose of appointing a
Harvesting Group Spokesperson who will act as an agent for the members of
the Harvesting Group for all discussions and agreements over harvesting
issues with CSR. Where the Harvesting Group fails to appoint a spokesperson
and to communicate the identity of the spokesperson to CSR by the end of
April in the relevant year, CSR may appoint a Harvesting Group Spokesperson
from that Harvesting Group.
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5.4 Schedule 3 Requirements
CSR and the Grower agree to comply with the principles and requirements of
Schedule 3 in relation to (without limitation):

(a) Harvesl Group formation, harvesting rosters and scheduled harvesting
times;

(b) Bin allotment and delivery schedules;

(c) Harvesting and transportation operational requirements and monitoring
mechanisms;

(d) Cleaning of Delivery Points;

(e) Workplace Health and Safety requirements in respect of Delivery Point
and cane transport operations; and

(f) The attachment of Consignment Notes to each Delivery of Cane.

6 Cane acceptance obligations
6.1 CSR obligations to take Cane

CSR agrees to:

(a) subject to clause 6.2, accept all Cane delivered to the Delivery Point in
accordance with this Agreement;

(b) be responsible for the rail transport and processing of all Cane delivered
by the Grower; and

(c) weigh and analyse the Cane to determine CCS in accordance with the
Cane Analysis Program.

6.2 Refusal
(a) CSR may refuse to accept Cane on the grounds that, in the opinion of

CSR acting reasonably, the Cane is not fit for the manufacture of raw
sugar of acceptable quality. CSR will not be liable to make any payment
to the Grower for Cane that has been refused. Cane may be refused by
CSR at any point prior to crushing.

(b) CSR shall, as soon as practicable, advise the Grower if it has refused to
accept any Delivery of Cane from the Grower. CSR shall retain refused
Cane for a period of 3 days so that it may be inspected by the Grower or
the Growers' Representative.

6.3 Risk and title
(a) Title and, subject to clause 6.2(a), risk in the Cane shall pass to CSR

immediately upon delivery of the Cane to CSR at the Delivery Point.

(b) Cane will be deemed to be delivered to CSR when Bins filled with
billeted Cane are delivered to the Delivery Point and accompanied by a
correctly completed Consignment Note in readiness for cane railway
transportation.
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6.4 Cane quality and extraneous matter
Notwithstanding other provisions of this Agreement, CSR and the Grower
agree that the provisions of Schedule 4 apply in relation to Cane quality and
Extraneous Matter found with Cane Deliveries. For the avoidance of doubt, the
remedies available to CSR under Schedule 4 will not apply where CSR elects
to refuse to accept the Cane in accordance with its rights under clause 6.2(a)
due to poor quality or the level of Extraneous Matter.

Cane payment

Application and Forward Price Agreement
(a) This clause 7 operates to provide the Grower with regular

payments for Cane supplied to CSR and will be read in
conjunction with the CCS relativity scheme in Schedule 5. The
Grower will also be entitled to adjustment payments provided at
various times based on sugar advances received by CSR.

(b) The Parties acknowledge that where the Grower has elected to
enter into a Forward Price Agreement in relation to a proporlion of
the Grower's Cane to be supplied under this Agreement, the
amount of Cane to be subject to forward pricing mechanisms and
the terms of that arrangement and its impact on payments due to
the Grower are specified in the Fonruard Price Agreement between
the Grower and CSR.

(c) ln respect of the quantity of Cane that is subject to the Forward
Price Agreement, the Forward Price Agreement shall prevailto the
extent of any inconsistency between the payment provisions of the
Forward Price Agreement and this Agreement.

Effect of Force Majeure
Notwithstanding its terms, an event of force majeure under clause 11 of this
Agreement shall not relieve the Grower of any obligation to supply the quantity

of Cane that is the subject of the Forward Price Agreement.

Cane Weighing Sampling and Analysis
Each Delivery of Cane will be weighed, sampled, analysed and have its CCS
(Actual Sample) determined in accordance with the Cane Analysis Program.

Spilt Cane

Where Cane is being transported by CSR and is spilt as a consequence of a
derailment or other mishap, the determination of weight and CCS shall be in
accordance with the Cane Analysis Program.

Cane Payments
The Grower will be entitled to receíve payments for Cane on the basis of and in

accordance with the provisions of Schedule 5.

7

7.1

7.3

7.4

7.2

7.5
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7.6 Timing of Payment for Cane
(a) lnterim Payment for Cane on Delivery

CSR shall pay the Grower on a weekly basis for Cane delivered for each
weekly period based on Cane harvested in the calendar week from Sunday to
Saturday inclusive, Payment to the Grower is to be made available for release
via EFT within '1 Business Day of receipt by CSR of proceeds from QSL for
sugar produced from the relevant week's Cane Deliveries.

(b) End of Crushing Season Adjustment Payment

Should a payment entitlement to the Grower arise as provided for under
Schedule 5 from the determination of the weighted seasonal average CCS of
Collective Cane for the appropriate relative payment scheme, then this
payment shall be made available for release via EFT within 10 Business Days
after the Crushing Season has ceased.

(c) Payment Following lncreases in Sugar Value Advances

When a sugar value increase is paid by QSL to CSR at any time, the
adjustment Cane payment is to be made available for release via EFT within
1 Business Day of receipt by CSR of such sugar proceeds. This clause 7.6(c)

will not apply to final payments. Final payments will be governed by clause
7.6(d).

(d) Final Payment for Relevant Season

When the final Seasonal Pool Value, US Quota Value, EU Quota Value and
Long Term Contract Value payments are made by QSL to CSR for the
Relevant Season's sugar the adjustment Cane payment shall be made
available for release via EFT within 2 Business Days of receipt by CSR of the
final sugar proceeds.

Allowances and deductions
(a) ln addition to the payments based on Cane supplied, the Grower is also

eligible for and shall receive payment of, the allowances referred to in
Schedule 5.

(b) Schedule 5 sets out deductions, if any, which may be made by CSR
from payments otherwise due to the Grower. The Grower agrees that
such deductions may be made from payments otherwise due to the
Grower under this Agreement and the Forward Price Agreement.

Payment Advices
(a) Cane Delivery and payment advices for all Cane payments will be

fonruarded to the Grower as payments are made.

(b) Fufther Cane payment details (including payments under the Forward
Price Agreement) will be posted on the Website as payments are made,

(c) lf a Grower requests CSR to provide extra copies of advices and such
advices are available on the Website, then a reasonable administrative
charge will apply.

7.7

7.8
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7.9 lnterest on overdue payments
lf CSR is late in making any payment due to the Grower under this Agreement,
CSR shall pay to the Grower interest on the overdue amount at a bank rate

specified by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia on savings of $100,000 or
less (converled to a daily rate) for the period of delay where the period of delay
is more than 3 Business Days from the respective due date for payment.

7.10 Recovery of overpayments
Where the Grower has been inadvertently overpaid, CSR may make the
appropriate adjustment to subsequent payments, or take other action for the
recovery of sums overpaid as considered necessary. Where the overpayment
was not a result of an error on CSR's part, the Grower may be charged interest
at the bank rate specified in clause 7.9 for the period of delay on the amount of

any payments not made to CSR within 3 Business Days of receipt by the
Grower of a written request from CSR for payment of the overpaid amount.

I
8.1

Goods and Services Tax
Def in itions and interpretation
Capitalised expressions which are not defined in this clause but which have a
defined meaning in the GST Law have the same meaning in this Agreement.

ln this Agreement:

GST means the goods and services tax as imposed by the GST Law.

GST Amount means, in relation to a Taxable Supply, the amount of GST
which the supplier is liable in respect of the Taxable Supply taking into account
any additional consideration payable pursuant to this clause.

GST Law has the meaning given to that term in the ,4 New Tax System (Goods
and Seruices Tax) Act 1999, or, if that Act does not exist for any reason,
means any Act imposing or relating to the imposition or administration of a
goods and services tax in Australia and any regulation made under that Act.

Payment means any amount payable under or in connect¡on with this
Agreement including any amount payable by way of indemnity, reimbursement
or otherwise and includes the provision of any non monetary consideration.

Becipient Created Tax lnvoice (RCTI) & RCTI Agreement made pursuant to
the A Nen¡ Tax System (Goods and Seruices Tax) Act 1999 and regulations
made under ¡t (GST Law) and lhe A New Tax System (Goods and Seruices
Tax) Act l999Classes of Recipient Created Tax lnvoice Determination (No. 1)

2000 (Determination) and explained in the Goods and Services Tax Ruling
GSLq 2000/10 - Goods and seruices fax recipient created tax invoices
(Ruling).
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8.2 Consideration GST Exclusive
Unless othenvise expressly stated, all values or other sums payable or
consideration to be provided under this Agreement are exclusive of GST.

8.3 Payment of GST
Where GST applies to any supply made under or in connection with this
Agreement, CSR will pay to the Growers the GST Amount.

8.4 Timing of GST payment

The GST Amount will be paid in addition to and at the same time as the
amount payable under this Agreement.

8.5 Adjustment event
lf, in relation to a taxable supply, an adjustment event occurs that gives rise to
an adjustment, then the GST amount will be adjusted accordingly and where
necessary a payment will be made to ref lect that adjustment. lf a payment is

required, it will be made within 5 Business Days of the date on which the
adjustment note is issued by CSR.

8.6 RCTI agreement
(a) The Grower and CSR agree as follows:

(i) Except for GST Law, Determination and Ruling, expressions in this
agreement have the same meaning as in the GST Law;

(ii) A reference to the GST Law, the Determination and the Ruling
includes all statutes, regulations, determinations and rulings
amending, consolidating or replacing them.

(b) CSR shall issue RCTIs for all taxable supplies of goods and/or services
andlor things by the Grower to CSR. The Grower shall not issue tax
invoices for those supplies.

(c) Those RCTIs shall also be tax invoices for taxable supplies by CSR to
the Grower of goods and/or services andlor things connected with those
supplies referred to in sub-clause (b) above provided that they include
the details of those separate supplies required by the GST Law.

(d) Each party warrants that it is registered for GST. The Grower repeats
that warranty whenever it makes a taxable supply to CSR. CSR repeats
that warranty whenever it issues an RCTI.

(e) CSR shall not issue a document that would othen¡vise be an RCTI, on or
after the date when it or the Grower has failed to comply with any of the
requirements of the Determination.

(f) Each party agrees to notify the other immediately it ceases to be
registered for GST pursuant to the GST Law or to otherwise comply with
or satisfy the Determination.
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8.7 Reimbursements
Where a party is required under this Agreement to pay or reimburse an

expense or outgoing of another party, the amount to be paid or reimbursed by

the first party will be the sum of:

(a) the amount of the expense or outgoing less any input tax credits in

respect of the outgoing to which the other party is entitled; and

(b) if the payment or reimbursement is subject to GST, an amount equal to
that GST.

lf a party is a member of a GST Group, references to GST for which the party

is liable and to lnput Tax Credits to which the party is entitled include GST for
which the Representative Member of the GST Group is liable and lnput Tax
Credits to which the Representative Member is entitled.

This clause I will not merge upon completion.

Dispute resolution
(a) Subject to clause 9(h) this clause relates to any dispute, disagreement,

claim, controversy, demand, proceeding, suit, litigation, action or cause
of action in contracl, tor1, under statute or otherwise.

(b) ln the event of a dispute between a Grower and CSR, the Grower and
the Growers' Representative will initially meet with a person nominated
by CSR to seek to resolve the dispute. The meeting will take place

within 2 Business Days of either party requesting the meeting.

(c) lf the dispute cannot be resolved within 5 Business Days of the meeting
referred to in the preceding paragraph, a further meeting will take place

between the Grower, the Growers' Representative and the General
Manager, Grower and Community Relations, Sugar Mills for CSR (or

his/her nominated alternate) to seek to resolve the dispute. That
meetíng will take place within 5 Business Days of either party requesting
it or as soon as practicable thereafter having regard to availability.

(d) lf the dispute cannot be resolved within 5 Business Days of the meeting
referred to ín the preceding paragraph, either party to the dispute may
refer the dispute to mediation administered by the Australian Commercial
Disputes Centre (ACDC) before recourse to any arbitration.

(e) The mediatíon will be conducted in accordance with the ACDC
Guidelines for Commercial Mediation (Guidelines) in force at the date of

this Agreement. The Guidelines including the ACDC Mediation
Appointment Agreement, are incorporated into and form part of this
Agreement. The Guidelines govern the manner of dealing with costs for
such mediations.

(f) lf the dispute has not been resolved within 20 Business Days of the
mediation, or such other period as agreed in writing between the parties,

I
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the dispute may be referred to final and binding arbitration in Brisbane or
other such mutually agreed location.

The arbitrator will not be the same person as the mediator. lf the parlies
cannot agree the identity of the arbitrator within 5 Business Days of
either party notifying the other in writing of the decision to refer the
dispute to arbitration, the arbitrator shall be selected by the then current
President of the Queensland Law Society. The arbitration will be
conducted in accordance with and be subject to |the Commercial
Arbitration Act, 1990 (Qld),

The parties agree to follow the procedures set out in this clause 9 in
relation to any dispute. Nothing in this clause 9 prevents a party from
seeking urgent interlocutory relief in respect of a dispute from any court
having jurisdiction.

This clause 9 shall survive termination and expiration of this Agreement.

10 Access and information
10.1 Access for CSR

(a) The Grower will permit CSR's employees, agents and contractors to
enter upon the Land with or without vehicles for the purposes of carrying
out any obligations or exercising any rights provided for in this
Agreement providing that every person exercising this right of access
shall do so in such a way as to minimise intederence with the Grower's
operations and shall rectify any damage resulting from such entry within
a reasonable time. Reasonable prior notice shall be given to Growers
who have indicated that such notification is required.

(b) CSR, its employees, agents and contractors will also comply with any
reasonable directions by the Grower whilst accessing the Grower's Land
and CSR will indemnify the Grower for any loss, damage or injury
sustained by the Grower or the Grower's employees, agents or
contractors caused as a result of CSR, its employees, agents or
contractors being on the Grower's Land, except to the extent that such
loss, damage or injury was caused or contributed to by the Grower's
negligence or direction or the negligence or direction of any of the
Grower's employees, agents or contractors.

10.2 lnformation
(a) ïhe Grower agrees to provide written notification to CSR of any change

to the information contained in Schedule 1 or any other information
relevant to the performance of obligations under the Agreement as soon
as practicable upon becoming aware of the change, and in any event,
within 10 Business Days of such change.

(b) The Grower consents to CSR providing non{inancial information relating
to the Grower and in respect of this Agreement and its performance to

(g)

(h)

(¡)
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10.3

governmenl agenc¡es and industry research development and extension
organisations.

(c) CSR shall provide information to the Growers' Representative in

accordance with Schedule 6.

Obligation
(a) CSR agrees to provide the Grower such informat¡on as is reasonably

necessary to allow the Grower to be satisfied as to the basis on which
payments have been made by CSR to the Grower under this Agreement.
Without limitation, CSR agrees to provide the Grower with details of the
input information for payments made in accordance with the Cane
payment formula specified in Schedule 5. This information will include
the monthly sugar advance rate and values applicable to the relevant
pricing method for sugar, as advised to CSR by QSL, such information to
be displayed on the Website. Nothing in this clause requires CSR to
provide confidential or price sensitive information.

(b) Subject to the Growers' Representative providing CSR with reasonable
prior notice, CSR will permit a person engaged by the Growers'
Representative to enter CSR's premises at a Mill for the purpose of
discussing and reviewing documents and information relating to
payments due to the Grower under this Agreement. The Grower
provides CSR with consent to provide the Growers' Representative with
the grower's information for this purpose. The Growers'
Representative's rights of access are subject to the Growers'
Representative exercising the right of access so as to minimise
interference with CSR's operations.

Force Majeure occurrence
Affected party
(a) Subject to clause 7.2,iía party (Affected Party) is prevented or

hindered by Force Majeure from fully or partly complying with any
obligation (except for the payment of money) under this Agreement, that
obligation is suspended for the duration of such Force Majeure.

(b) lf the Affected Party wishes to claim the benefit of this clause it must give
prompt notice of the Force Majeure occurrence to the other parties
including reasonable details of:

(i) the Force Majeure occurrence;

(ii) the effect of the Force Majeure occurrence on the performance of
the Affected Party's obligatíons; and

(iii) the likely duration of the delay in pefformance of those obligations.

(c) The Affected Party must use its best endeavours to remove the cause
andlor effect of the Force Majeure but is not obliged to settle any strike

11

11.1
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or other labour dispute contrary to its best judgment if it has made all
reasonable efforts to settle that strike or dispute.

11.2 Termination
lf a delay caused by Force Majeure continues for more than 45 Business Days,

either party may terminate this Agreement, or terminate this Agreement only in

relation to a Relevant Season affected by the Force Majeure, by giving 10

Business Days notice to the other parties.

11.3 Definition of "Force Majeure"
For the purposes of this clause "Force Majeure" means any of the following:

(a) act of God;

(b) law, rule, regulation or order of any government or governmental
authority;

(c) act of war declared or undeclared;

(d) public disorder;

(e) riot, insurrection, rebellion, sabotage or act of terrorists;

(f) flood, earthquake, hail, lightning, severe weather conditions or other
natural calamity;

(g) catastrophic failure of plant or equipment;

(h) strike, boycott, lockout or other labour disturbance or inability to employ
staff or engage contractors to provide services necessary for the proper
performance of functions within the targeted and contractual time frames
specified by this Agreement;

(¡) inability or delay in obtainíng critical equipment or materials;

(j) impact of pests or disease,

which:

(k) is beyond the control of the Affected Party; and

(l) could not have been reasonably foreseen by the Affected Party; and

(m) was not directly or indirectly caused or contributed to by the Affected
Party.

12 Confidentiality
The parties agree not to disclose the contents of this Agreement to any other
party except for the purposes of professional or financial advice or as required
by law.
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13 lndependent advíce
ïhe parties acknowledge that before entering into this Agreement they have
independently assessed the terms of this Agreement and have had the
opportunity to obtain legal and financial advice about the rights and obligations
created by this Agreement.

14 Notices
14.1 General

A notice, demand, certification, process or other communication relating to this
Agreement must be in writing in English and may be given by an agent of the
sender.

14.2 Process of communication
ln addition to any other lawful means, and subject to those provisions of this
Agreement and the Fonruard Price Agreement that allow CSR to provide
notices to the Grower by placement of a notification on the Website, a
communication may be given by being:

(a) personallydelivered;

(b) left at the party's current address for notices;

(c) sent to the party's current address for notices by pre-paid ordinary mail
or, if the address is outside Australia, by pre-paid airmail; or

(d) sent by facsimile to the party's current facsimile number for notices.

14.3 Particulars for delivery of notices
(a) The particulars for delivery of notices to CSR are initially:

Address: CSR Herbert Region

PMB 1, lngham Qld 4850

Facsimile Number: 07 4776 4260

Attention: Grower Relations Manager

(b) The particulars for the delivery of notices to the Grower are initially the
address and facsimile number recorded in Schedule 1.

(c) Each pafty may change its particulars for delivery of notices by notice to
each other party.

14.4 Communicat¡ons by post
Subject to clause 14.6, a communication is given:

(a) lf posted within Australia to an Australian address, 3 Business Days after
posting; or

(b) in any other case, 10 Business Days after posting.
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14.5 Communications by facsimile
Subject to clause 14.6, a communication is given if sent by facsimile, when the
sender's facsimile machine produces a report that the facsimile was sent in full
to the addressee. That report is conclusive evidence that the addressee
received the facsimile in full at the time indicated on that repod.

14.6 After hours communications
lf a communication is given:

(a) after 5.00 pm in the place of receipt; or

(b) on a Business Day in the place of receipt,

it is taken as having been given at 9.00 am on the next Business Day.

14.7 Process service
Any process or other document relating to litigation, administrative or arbitral
proceedings relating to this Agreement may be served by any method
contemplated by this clause 14 or in accordance with any applicable law.

15 General
15.1 Legal costs

Except as expressly stated otherwise in this Agreement, each party must pay
its own legal and other costs and expenses of negotiating, preparing, executing
and performing its obligations under this Agreement.

15.2 Waiver and exercise of rights
(a) A single or partial exercise or waiver by a pañy of a right relating to this

Agreement does not prevent any other exercise of that right or the
exercise of any other right.

(b) A party is not liable for any loss, cost or expense of any other party
caused or contributed to by the waiver, exercise, attempted exercise,
failure to exercise or delay in the exercise of a right.

15.3 Rights cumulat¡ve
Except as expressly stated otherwise in this Agreement, the rights of a party
under this Agreement are cumulative and are in addition to any other rights of
that party.

15.4 Consents
Except as expressly stated othen¡vise in thís Agreement, a party may
conditionally or unconditionally give or withhold any consent to be given under
this Agreement and is not obliged to give its reasons for doing so.

15.5 Further steps
Each party must promptly do whatever any other party reasonably requires of it
to give effect to this Agreement and to perform its obligations under it.
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15.6 Governing law and jurisdiction
(a) This Agreement is governed by and is to be construed in accordance

with the laws applicable in Queensland.

(b) Each party irrevocably and unconditionally submits to the non-exclusive
jurisdiction of the courts exercising jurisdiction in Queensland and any
courts which have jurisdiction to hear appeals from any of those courts
and waives any right to object to any proceedings being brought in those
courts.

15.7 Assignment
(a) A pady must not assign or deal with any right under this Agreement

without the prior written consent of the other parties.

(b) Any purported dealing in breach of this clause is of no effect.

15.8 Liability
An obligation of two or more persons binds them separately and together.

15.9 Counterparts
This Agreement may consist of a number of counterparts and, if so, the
counterparts taken together constitute one agreement.

15.10 Entire understand¡ng
(a) This Agreement and, where applicable, the Forward Price Agreement,

contain the entire understanding between the parties as to the subject
matter of this Agreement.

(b) All previous negotiations, understandings, representations, warranties,
memoranda or commitments concerning the subject matter of this
Agreement are merged in and superseded by this Agreement and are of
no effect. No party is liable to any other party in respect of those
matters.

(c) No oral explanation or information provided by any pady to another:

(i) affects the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement; or

(i¡) constitutes any collateral agreement, warranty or understanding
between any of the parties.

15.11 Relationship of parties

This Agreement is not intended to create a partnership, joint venture or agency
relationship between the parties.

15.12 Variation of this Agreement
The Grower and CSR agree that:

(a) this Agreement may be varied in writing signed by CSR and by the
Growers' Representative or, with the consent of the Growers'
Representative, by CSR and the Grower;
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(b) where a variation is signed by the Growers' Representative and CSR,
the variation will be effective by written notice of it from CSR to the
Grower;and

(c) for a variation to be effective it must be in writing and signed as

contemplated by this clause 15.12.

15.13 Agreement entered as trustee
lf this Agreement is entered into by a party as trustee of a trust, the trustee:

(a) agrees that the trustee enters into this Agreement in its/his/her own
personal capacity, as well as in the capacity as trustee of the relevant
trust;

(b) warrants that the trustee has power under the trust deed of the relevant
trust to enter into and perform this Agreement on behalf of the trust.\

15.14 Value adding
(a) CSR commits to work jointly with the Growers' Representative in

exploring new opportunities for the Herbert District to obtain additional
revenue streams from cane processed by the Mills and to reporting
progress at appropriate jointly convened forums to be held during the
first two years of this Agreement.

(b) ln the event of a cane based value adding project appropriate for capital
investment in the Herbert District being considered, consultation willtake
place between CSR and the Grower's Representative on the potential for
mutual participation with sharing of risk and reward in the project.
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16 Signatories to Agreement

EXECUTED in Queensland as an Agreement this ....... day of ........, 2009.

Executed on behalf of CSR Sugar Pty
Limited ABN 47 098 999 985 by:

Authorised Signatory

lnsert Full Name

Signature of Witness

(Grower is a Sole Trader)

Executed by

t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . , ]
being a Grower in the presence of:

Signature of Witness Signature of Grower

Print Name

(Grower in a Partnership)

Executed on behalf of

t................ ..............1 (a

partnership) by

(who warrants that he/she/it has authority to

bind the partners) in the presence of :

5141402t1

Signature of Partner
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Signature of Witness

Print Name



(Grower is a Company)

Executed in accordance with its constitution by

t.....
ABN.. .. lbeinga
Grower in the presence of:

Signature of Witness Signature of Director

Print Name

(Trustee for a Grower)

Executed by

t. . ... .......1 as
Trustee for the

Trust and in the Trustee's personal capacity in
the presence of:

Signature of Witness Signature of Trustee

Print Name

Persons signing on behalf of a Grower warrant to CSR that they have the authority
to do so.
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Schedule 1 - Grower Details and Relevant
Seasons

Relevant Seasons covered by this Agreement: 2009, 2010 and 2011
and as varied in accordance with clause 2.5 of the Agreement.

District: Herbert

Growers' Representative: Herbert River District Cane Growers
Organisation Limited ACN 106 007 925

Grower Election of Basis of Relative Payment Scheme; "A" or "B"

Minimum Percentage of Contract Area: 80% of Contract Area
specified below

Grower Details

The following details relating to the Grower are recorded by CSR. Where
information is not correct, the Grower is to make hand-written amendments to
show the correct information, initial the changes, and then sign and date the
Agreement in the execution space(s) provided.

A complete listing of Growers who are Parties to this collective Agreement is
available for viewing at the offices of CSR and the Growers' Representative.

Grower Name:

ABN: <> e.g. 45678912345

Relative Payment Scheme Tick & initial election

A: The Grower elects, with other Growers making a like
election, to be part of the "A" scheme CCS (Relative) and be
naid in qn¡nrdan¡a rnrilh S¡ha¡llrla 5 ¡la¡rcac ?lnlliì and 5la\

B: The Grower elects, with other Growers making a like
election, to be parl of the "8" scheme CCS (Relative) and be
nairl in ao¡ar¡lan¡a r¡vilh S¡hadrrla 6 ala¡rcac lleìf iiì and Sfhl
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Contract Area (in hectares):

2009 Season: <> e,g. 185.2 or

2010 Season : <> e.g. 185.2 or

201 1 Season : <> e.g. 185.2 or

(figures provided are the aggregate area of the Farms shown below as recorded by
csR)

Farm Number & Contract Area (CA) for Grower named above:

Farm No. Contract
Area

Expected
Area for
Supply *

<>eg 25BA <>eg 100 90

<>eg 25BB <>eg 35.2 25

<>eg 265 <>eg 50 âtr

Total: <eg>185,2 150

* Portion of Contract Area from which Cane will be harvested (being not less than
80/o ot Contract Area in total)

Other Farms worked in conjunction:

List other Farms, if any, not included in the Contract Area but considered to be
worked in conjunction as per clause 4.3 of the Agreement:
Farm No. & Grower name: <> e.g. 5789 <> e.g. Brown, WJ & AB

Address for Nolices: <>

Telephone Number:

Facsimile Number:

Mobile Number: < >

EmailAddress:
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Schedule 2 - District Crushing Season
matters

Start Date

A nominal intended Start Date will be the first Tuesday on or after the 1Sth

June unless CSR and the Growers' Representative, acting reasonably, agree
otherwise.

lf circumstances change before the intended Starl Date, CSR may, after
consultation with the Growers' Representative, revise the Sta¡1 Date. For the
purpose of clause 16.2 of Schedule 5, the Growers' Representative shall not

unreasonably withhold agreement to such revised Start Date.

The revised Start Date will be shown on the Website.
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Schedule 3 - Harvesting, Transport, Bin
Supply and Workplace Health and Safety

Farm Block Delineation
The Grower and CSR agree that the Farm and individual Blocks as shown on
the Cane Block mapping layer held by Herberl Cane Productivity Services
Limited ABN 71 100 551 826 (HCPSL) is intended to represent the Contract
Area for the Farm(s) recorded in Schedule 1. To the extent that any
inconsistency exists between the Schedule 1 and the HCPSL record,
Schedule 1 will prevail.

It is the responsibility of the Grower to ensure that the information held by
HCPSL with respect to Blocks and attributes associated therewith are updated
by February prior to each Relevant Season and to advise HCPSL of any
subsequent changes to Block attributes.

Harvesting & Transport Handbook
Many operational aspects relating to the supply of Bins and Delivery of Cane
are contained in a separate document entitled "Harvesting & Transporl
Handbook". This document is specifically referenced in this Schedule 3 and
the parties agree that it forms part of this Agreement.

Harvesting Groups

The Grower agrees to participate in a Harvesting Group selected by the
Grower after consultation with CSR for the efficient harvesting and
transportation of Cane in accordance with the principles and deadlines stated
in Harvesting & Transport Handbook (Principles and Structure of Zonal Limit
System for Managing Harvester Group Migration). Any change proposed by a
Grower to a Harvesting Group shall be advised to all relevant stakeholders
including CSR, the Growers' Representative and to affected Harvesting Groups
by 28th February each year. Later notification may be accepted in extenuating
circumstances.

Where CSR rejects or accepts the Growe/s request upon specified conditions,
the Grower has until 15 April of that year to request a review of CSR's
response through negotiation between CSR and the Grower. lf the parties are
unable to resolve the matter through negotiation, either parly may submit the
matter to dispute resolution in accordance with clause 9 of this Agreement.
Pending the outcome of any dispute resolution process or in the absence of
any dispute process being commenced, CSR's response shall prevail and the
Harvesting Group or Groups will remain or be amended accordingly.

The Parties agree to observe the communications protocols as outlined in the
Harvesting & Transporl Handbook.
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4 Harvesting Rosters
ln consultation with Growers and Harvesting Groups, CSR shall prepare a set
of harvesting roster patterns so that the days each Harvesting Group are not
required to supply Cane are progressively rotated through the course of the
Crushing Season.

The development of harvesting rosters will take into consideration the size and
distribution of the Crop, the quantity of Cane estimated in the Harvesting
Group, the capacity of the harvesting equipment, siding capacities, cane
transport schedules, the daily target throughput of the Mills and any other
relevant factors including fatigue management requirements.

The intent is that roster patterns nominated by Harvesting Groups and
accepted by CSR will remain effective throughout the season. Any requests for
changes are to be referred to the Operations Review Committee referred to in
clause 9 of this Schedule 3.

Delivery Point
CSR and the Grower acknowledge that the Delivery Point shall be the
location(s) at which the Grower delivered Cane to CSR in the previous
Crushing Season, unless otherwise agreed in writing by CSR and the Grower.

Harvest Hours and Bin Delivery Schedules
ln consultation with Harvesting Groups and the Growers' Representative, CSR
shall prepare a schedule of daily empty Bin delivery times and pick up times for
Bins filled with harvested Cane so that, as close as reasonably practicable,
Harvesting Groups may operate with a continual empty Bin supply and the Mill
may plan and operate a traffic system which has a reliable supply of harvested
Cane. Communication of changed circumstances such as a breakdown beyond
the reasonable control of either CSR or the Grower that may affect delivery of
empty Bins or harvested Cane prior to the scheduled delivery or pick up, as the
case may be.

Haruest rosters and daily Bin delivery and pick up schedules should be
organised by CSR so that daily finishing times for Harvesting Groups are
nominally 6 pm, or such other times as are agreed between the Grower,
harvesting operator and CSR.

The schedule may be altered on a temporary basis by CSR in the case of
changed circumstances or by mutual agreement between CSR and the
Harvesting Groups operating on a particular cane railway line or lines.

Bin Allotment
Harvesting Group allotments are to be administered on a District Cane basis
with allotments determined across the District in proportion to estimates of
remaining Cane and applicable harvest roster factors.

6
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CSR will notify the Harvesting Group or the Harvesting Group Spokesperson
from time to time of the quantity of Cane (in tonnes or number of Bins)to be
delivered to Delivery Points throughout each rostered day of harvesting for the
relevant Harvesting Groups.

Where practicable, actualdaily Bin allotments to rostered Harvesting Groups
are to be adjusted consistently across the District according to loading
requirements for the Mills. Such daily allotments may be temporarily altered for
reasons of wet weather, Mill or harvester breakdowns, accidental fires,
transporl logistics or other relevant circumstances.

ln the event of a temporary cessation of crushing, including the circumstances
outlined in clause 3.4 of the Agreement, CSR will notify the Harvesting Group
Spokesperson or harvesting contractor for the rostered Harvesting Groups, in
which case each Grower in the affected Harvesting Group will suspend all
burning, harvesting and delivery of Cane untilfurther notice.

Harvesting & Transport Operations
Growers shall harvest in accordance with their Harvesting Group's rotation
program and harvest roster with the objective of enabling the Harvesting Group
to deliver its daily allotment by the scheduled delivery times.

The Grower agrees that a GPS unit supplied by HCPSL will be operated at all
times during the harvest of their Contract Area and that spatial harvesting data
will be supplied to HCPSL in accordance with the requirements outlined in the
"Harvesting & Transport Handbook".

CSR commits to using its best endeavours to ensure that empty Bins are to be
delivered daily according to the daily schedule, such that Harvesting Groups
should have a maximum delay in operations of 30 minutes waiting for empty
Bins to be available to fillwith harvested Cane on one part; and Growers
commit to using their best endeavours to ensure Cane is delivered, consigned
and Bins are available for collection by the scheduled pick up time.

Operations Review Committee (ORC)
To assist in ensuring continuity of Cane supply and the equitable and efficient
harvesting of the Gane, a harvesting management & transport Operations
Review Committee (ORC) shall be constituted to review the operations of the
harvesting and transport interface in accordance with the following provisions;

(a) The ORC shall consist of representatives appointed by the Growers'
Representative, a representative nominated by Queensland
Mechanical Cane Harvesting Association Herbert River Branch, a
representative from HCPSL and CSR representatives.

(b) A representative appointed by the Growers' Representative shall act
as chairperson of the ORC.

9
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(c) The ORC shall meet at such times as the chairperson considers
necessary to review the relative position of all Harvesting Groups.

(d) CSR will make available to the ORC all relevant data required to
fulfil its function. This includes access to the output of computer
based information pertaining to the performance of the cane railway
system.

(e) The ORC may make recommendations to CSR to alter or cancel the
allotment of Bins for any Harvesting Group supplying under this
Agreement and to consider requests to change harvesting rosters.

(f) The application of this clause 9 includes the alteration of allotments
on account of non-conformance with the GPS operational
requirements or to remedy the adverse consequences of late empty
Bin deliveries as outlined in the Harvesting & Transport Handbook in

each case.

1 0 Cane Consignment
The Grower agrees to ensure that a Consignment Note for each separate
Block of Cane shall be attached to each Delivery of Cane supplied by the
Grower to CSR noting:

(a) the day of harvest;

(b) the siding to which the Cane was delivered;

(c) the harvest commencement time for the Delivery;

(d) the Grower's Block number;

(e) whether the Gane was burnt;

(f) whether the Block is now completely harvested;

(g) whether the Cane is standover; and

(h) the number of each Bin used by the Grower in the correct sequence.

Any Delivery of less than 22 tonnes of Cane shall have no juice sample taken.
Where a Grower has failed to ensure the consigned Deliveries exceed 22
tonnes of Cane, CSR may combine such Deliveries where the Block number
on each Consignment Note is the same.

ln the case where a Consignment Note has been provided by a Grower without
a valid Block number and it is not reasonable for HCPSL to correct the
information by close of business Friday in that week, CSR may withhold
payment for such a Delivery until a later week to allow for the correct
information to be determined.

lf Consignment Notes are incorrectly completed on a persistent basis, the
Grower may be advised by CSR in writing. lf, after having provided written
notification to the Grower, more than one further Consignment Note from the
Grower contains incorrect information, CSR may recover its administration
costs incurred in making necessary corrections by deducting the sum of those
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costs from amounts othenvise payable to the Grower under this Agreement.
Details of the amounts deducted shall be provided by CSR to the Grower.

A separate Consignment Note is required where Cane is harvested from
different Blocks.

A separate Consignment Note is also required for Bins of a dual axle
configuration (bogies).

12 Cleaning of Delivery Point
The Grower agrees to ensure that the Delivery Point is maintained in a clean
and serviceable state to facilitate safe and efficient delivery and pick-up of
Bins. Accordíngly, all Growers are required to participate in a siding cleaning
agreement for each of the Grower's Delivery Points.

Where a Grower is not a signatory to a siding cleaning agreement for any
particular Delivery Point, the Grower will be deemed to be a party to the
generic siding cleaning agreement contained in the Harvesting and Transport
Handbook. CSR shall deduct the contribution specified in the Harvesting and
Transport Handbook (determined on a per hectare of Contract Area basis)for
Blocks from which Cane may reasonably be expected to be delivered to that
Delivery Point. The contribution shall be deducted from the payment due to the
Grower following the first increase in the sugar value received by CSR. Such
contribution, which may be varied from time to time with agreement from the
Growers' Representative, is to pay for the services of a contractor to clean or
maintain the relevant Delivery Point.

ln accordance with the procedure contained in the "Harvesting & Transport
Handbook", delivery and pick-up of Bins may be suspended where Delivery
Points are not clean and serviceable.

CSR will carry out maintenance requirements for tipper pads and turning areas
at all new sidings for a period of 12 months from the completion of the siding
construction., CSR will also allocate a total amount of $200,000 annually for
materials and labour to assist in ensuring that tipper pads and turning areas at
all other existing sidings are maintained in a safe working condition.

CSR shall be responsible for cleaning of the area between the rails using its
specialised equipment.

13 Workplace Health and Safety
The Grower acknowledges that a Delivery Point is considered a shared
workplace for the purposes of the Workplace Health and Safety Act 1995. All
persons normally involved with activities at a siding have obligations to ensure
that the way they undertake their activities does not pose a risk to themselves,
workers or others.

All cane hauling operators and principal contractors engaged by the Grower
must:
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(a) prior to commencement of each Crushing Season, produce evidence to
CSR of completion of a siding induction within 2 years of the
commencement of the Relevant Season. The delivery of empty Bins and
pick up of full Bins may be withheld if such evidence has not been
provided;

(b) comply with the Code of Practice for the Operations and Procedures at

Cane Railway and Road Transport Delivery Points developed by the
Sugar lndustry;and

(c) comply with the Harvesting & Transport Handbook. ln particular,

Growers shall not use the main railway line to move Bins, allow the main
line to be obstructed in any way or allow equipment to encroach within
2.5 metres of any main line track without CSR's prior approval.

The Grower agrees to observe the requirements of the Harvesting & Transporl
Handbook. Should such requirements not be obserued, the reduction or
suspension of the supply of empty Bins to a Haruesting Group is expressly
authorised by this Agreement.
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Schedule 4 - Cane Quality and Extraneous
Matter

Cane Quality
Cane quality affects the ability of the CSR to produce high quality raw sugar.
The manufacture of raw sugar that meets customer requirements will be
assisted by the following Cane quality attributes:

(a) High sugar content (CCS)

(b) Low dirt levels

(c) Low ash levels

(d) Low levels of floc

(e) Low levels of Cane stool

(f) Low level of Extraneous Matter

(g) Cleanly cut billets

CSR and the Grower acknowledge the need to comply with relevant legislation
and to promote best practice for the growing, harvesting and milling of Cane.

The Grower shall ensure that fertiliser application rates do not exceed
appropriate industry recommendations. Additionally, chemicals shall be applied
in accordance with manufacturer label requirements such that delivered Cane
does not contain a chemical residue in excess of that prescribed under
legislation or a QSL directive.

2 Billet Quality
The Grower shall ensure that delivered Cane is cut cleanly with minimum
damage into billets of a mean length not exceeding 300 millimetres and not
less than 200 millimetres. Should the Grower fail to comply with this standard,
CSR may suspend or amend the Grower's Bin allotment until corrective action
has been undertaken.

The Grower shall ensure that harvested Cane is delivered on the Harvest Day
in order to minimise delays. On each occasion that harvested Cane is held
overnight in haul-out units and is delivered the next day, CSR may cancel a
subsequent allotment of empty Bins to the Grower provided the Grower is

notified in advance.

ln addition, the Delivery sample that includes such Cane that is delivered late
in this way, shall not be eligible for treatment as a missed sample under the
Cane Analysis Program provided that the Cane Analysis Auditor has been
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advised in writing that such Cane has not been delivered in accordance with
this Delivery requirement.

3 Extraneous Matter in Delivery
The Grower shall endeavour to supply Cane with a minimum quantity of
Extraneous Matter.

Where CSR determines that a Cane Delivery contains an excessive quantity of
Extraneous Matter, or may result in damage to Mill equipment, one of the
following actions may be taken:

(a) CSR may accept such Cane and make a deduction of 30, 40 or 60

cents per tonne of Cane depending on the degree to which it is
considered by CSR and verified by the Cane Auditor to contain an

unreasonable quantity of Extraneous Matter. Provided that no such

deduction shall be made without the prior approvalof a Cane Auditor
who has supervised the inspection of the relevant Cane and
provided further that no such deduction shall be made where
clauses 3(b) or (c) of this Schedule 4 is applied.

(b) CSR may withhold acceptance of such Cane until the Grower has

cleaned it.

(c) CSR may return such Cane to the Grower at the Grower's expense
and may by written notice withhold further acceptance until it has
been cleaned.

(d) CSR may remove such materialfrom the Delivery at the Grower's
expense.

Where Bins are taken out of service in order to be cleaned as a result of
Extraneous Matter provided with a Delivery, CSR may make a corresponding
reduction in the daily allotment of Bins to the Grower.

4 Extraneous Matter Causes Damage
lf any Delivery containing non-Cane Extraneous Matter supplied by the Grower
causes damage to Mill equipment, then CSR shall have the right to recover
from that Grower CSR's costs associated with repairs to the Mill as well as any

other consequential costs and losses.
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Schedule 5 - Cane Payment

Cane Weighing, Sampling and Analysis
The following quality and other data will be determined by CSR for each
Delivery supplied by the Grower:

(a) Tonnes of Cane (to 2 decimal places);

(b) CCS (Relative)- "A" or "B" relative scheme as described in clause
3(b) of this Schedule 5 where relativity is assessed for each
Harvest Day based on the Grower's election made in Schedule 1;

and

(c) Any other analysis or information required for the payments to the
Grower as outlined in Schedule 5.

Cane Audit Committee
(a) A Cane Audit Committee shall be constituted comprising two

persons nominated by the Growers' Representative and two persons
nominated by CSR. This Committee shall be responsible for
overseeing the application of the provisions of the Cane Analysis
Program and its associated administration. Such responsibilities
include the recruitment and management of Cane Auditors
employed by the Growers' Representative and the preparation of an
annual budget of estimated expenditure for approval by CSR and
the Growers' Representative. For decisions of the Comm¡ttee to
have effect, they must be suppoded by a majority vote of the
members of the Committee.

(b) Funding for the audit function within the Cane Analysis Program
shall be shared equally between CSR and its Suppliers. ln the event
that there is a shortfall or excess in any particular Crushing Season
the shortfall or excess may be adjusted in the current or following
Crushing Season's levy (being the levy referred to in the Cane
Analysis Program).

(c) Following review and recommendation by the Cane Audit Committee
the Growers' Representative and CSR are expressly authorised to
amend the Cane Analysis Program from time to time to reflect
agreed changes.

Relative CCS
(a) Upon signing this Agreement, the Grower has elected to be a part of

either of the "A" or "B" relativity schemes. Such election may only be
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(b)

(c)

(i)

changed by written notification to CSR no later than 15 April prior to
the start of a Relevant Season.

Payments for Cane shall be determined using the Grower's CCS
(Relative) as calculated for each Delivery of Cane based on the
Grower's election made in Schedule 1 such that the Deliveries of a
Grower electing to be parl of one relativity scheme (either "A" or "B")

are only compared to the Deliveries of other Growers electing to
have their Deliveries within that same relativity scheme.

Payments for Cane for each Delivery during a Relevant Season
shall be based on the Grower's CCS (Relative) calculated as
follows:

"4" scheme;
Grower's CCS (Relative)= Q¡sìrvs/s CCS (ActualSample) -

Collective average CCS for "A" scheme Deliveries for the Harvest
Day + estimated Collective seasonal average CCS for "A" scheme

(ii) "8" scheme;
Grower's CCS (Relative) = çç5 (Actual Sample)/ Collective
average CCS for "8" scheme Deliveries for the Harvest Day x
estimated Collective seasonal average CCS for "B" scheme.

Payment CCS
(a) Prior to the commencement of each Relevant Season, CSR will

calculate an estimated Collective seasonal average CCS, where
possible, for each of the "4" and "B" schemes based on such
weighted Collective seasonal average CCS over the previous 5
Crushing Seasons unless otherwise agreed between CSR and the
Growers' Representative.

(b) For the purposes of this Agreement, the Collective seasonal average
CCS is the weighted average CCS achieved by the Collective
Growers over the Relevant Season.

(c) lf, during the Crushing Season, it becomes evident to CSR that
either of the "4" or "B" Collective seasonal average CCS values are
likely to vary from the estimated Collective seasonal average CCS
as determined in accordance with clause 4(a) of this Schedule 5,

the estimated "4" or "B" Collective seasonal average CCS for the
purpose of payments to Growers may be increased or decreased by
CSR after consultation with the Growers' Representative.

(d) Where any estimated Collective seasonal average CCS or Sugar
Value (as defined in clause 5 of this Schedule 5) adjustments are
made, the Grower's Cane value shall be recalculated in accordance
with the formula in clause 5 of this Schedule 5 and adjusting
payments will be made to the Grower.

4
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(e) At the conclusion of each Relevant Season, the weighted Collective
seasonal average CCS for both the "4" and "B" schemes, excluding
Cane determined as having less than 7 CCS units, shall be

determined by CSR for use in the end of Crushing Season
adjustment payment and subsequent payments for the Relevant
Season for the respective schemes.

5 Cane Value Formula
The Grower will be entitled to receive payment for each Delivery of Cane which
has been accepted by CSR according to the value derived by the following
formula for the relativity scheme elected by the Grower:

(a) For "A" scheme;
Grower's Delivery Value ($ per tonne Cane)

= 0.009 x Sugar Value x (CCS - 4) + 0.6353

Where;
CCS = CCS (Relative)

And
Sugar Value = the value applicable to the Cane tonnage as

determined initially under clause 6, then under clause 7 of this
Schedule 5.

(b) For "B" scheme;

Grower's Delivery Value ($ per tonne Cane)

= Collective "8" scheme Average Cane Value x Grower's Delivery
CCS (Relative) / Collective "B" CCS average for Harvest Day

Where;

Collective "8" scheme Average Cane Value ($ per tonne) = 0.009 x
Sugar Value x (CCS - 4) + 0.6353

And

CCS = Collective average CCS for "B" scheme applying at the tíme

Sugar Value = the value applicable to the Cane tonnage as

determined initially under clause 6, then under clause 7 of this
Schedule 5.
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7.1

6 Cane Value Determination for Crushing Season
Payments
ïhe Grower will be entitled to receive payment for each Delivery of Cane which
has been accepted by CSR according to the value derived by the formula in
clause 5 of this Schedule 5 where:

Sugar Value = the value per tonne IPS sugar received by CSR from
QSL during the Crushing Season.

7 Cane Value Determination for Post Season
Payments
Allocation of Cane

(a) After the Crushing Season, the Grower's Cane tonnage allocation to
the various pricing methods (US Quota, EU Quota, Long Term
Contracts, Seasonal Pool and, where applicable, Fon¿vard Price
Agreement mechanisms) will be determined on an interim basis.

(b) These interim allocations will be adjusted in the final Cane payment
for the Relevant Season after CSR is advised of the final tonnage
and sugar proceeds for the various pricing methods.

(c) Should a Grower who has participated in a Fon¡¡ard Price
Agreement have insufficient Cane tonnage to cover variable tonnage
entitlements (US Quota, Long Term Contracts, EU Quota) in respect
of the 2009 or 2010 Crushing Seasons under clauses7.2,7.3 &7.4
of this Schedule 5, any such entitlement shortfall shall be
reallocated across all other suppliers to CSR (including suppliers in

other regions outside the District).

(d) The Grower will be entitled to receive payment for the Cane tonnage
allocated to each pricing method according to the value derived by
the formula in clause 5 of this Schedule 5 where:

Sugar Value = the value per tonne IPS sugar received by CSR for
the relevant pricing method;that is, the US Quota Value, EU Quota
Value, Long Term Contract Value, Seasonal Pool Value or the
Forward Price Agreement mechanisms relevant to the Grower.

US Quota Cane Tonnage
(a) A portion of the Grower's Cane which is supplied to CSR during the

Relevant Season will be priced and paid for by reference to the US

Quota Value for the Relevant Season.

(b) For the purpose of clause 7.1(a) ot this Schedule 5 CSR shall
determine the share of the Grower's Cane to be priced by reference
to the US Quota Value as a function of the Grower's Cane and CCS
(Relative) units as a proporlion of alltonnes of Cane and CCS
(Relative) units delivered by Suppliers to CSR during the Relevant

7.2
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7.3

Season and by applying that proportion to CSR's US Quota sugar
tonnage for the Relevant Season.

Long Term Contract Cane Tonnage
(a) A portion of the Grower's Cane supplied to CSR during the Relevant

Season will be priced and paid for by reference to the Long Term
Contract Value for the Relevant Season.

(b) For the purpose of clause 7.1(a) of this Schedule 5, CSR shall
determine the share of the Grower's Cane to be priced by reference
to the Long Term Contract Value as a function of the Grower's Cane
and CGS (Relative) units as a proportion of alltonnes of Cane and
CCS (Relative) units delivered by Suppliers to CSR during the
Relevant Season and by applying that proportion to CSR's Long
Term Contract sugar tonnage for the Flelevant Season.

EU Quota Cane Tonnage
(a) A portion of the Grower's Cane supplied to CSR during the Relevant

Season will be priced and paid for by reference to the EU Quota
Value for the Relevant Season.

(b) For the purpose of clause 7.1(a) of this Schedule 5, CSR shall
determine the share of the Grower's Cane to be priced by reference
to the EU Quota Value as a function of the Grower's Cane and CCS
(Relative) units as a proportion of all tonnes of Cane and CCS
(Relative) units delivered by Suppliers to CSR during the Relevant
Season and by applying that proportion to CSR's EU Quota sugar
tonnage for the Relevant Season.

Seasonal Pool Cane Tonnage
The balance of the Grower's Cane remaining after allowing for allocations of
US Quota, EU Quota and Long Term Contract proceeds (and, where
applicable, Forward Price Agreement mechanisms) will be priced and paid for
by reference to the Seasonal Pool Value for the Relevant Season.

Deliveries with CCS (Actual Sample) less than 7
units

(a) Any Delivery with a CCS (Actual Sample) of less thanT units may
be eligible for payment under this clause I but is ineligible for
payment under any other clause.

(b) Any Delivery made in the months of June, July or November and
later months having a CCS (Actual Sample) of 6 units or greater but
less than 7 units will be paid at the rate of $7.50 per tonne. No
payment is to be made for any Delivery having a CCS (Actual
Sample) of less than 6 units.

(c) Payments pursuant to this clause I will be made in conjunction with
the end of Crushing Season adjustment payment (clause 7.6(b)).

7.4

7.5

I
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10

Continuous Crushing
Where, based on the factors referred to in clause 3.3 of this Agreement, the
crushing schedule in a Relevant Season has been designed to operate in

continuous crushing mode (7 day,24 hour operation), Cane supplied by the
Grower under this Agreement will attract the following supplementary
payments as listed in this Schedule 5:

(a) a continuous crushing harvesting allowance (clause 10);and

(b) a continuous crushing rostered day off (RDO) allowance (clause
11); and

(c) a Delivery Point overflow allowance (clause 12); and

(d) a Planting and Productivity allowance (clause 13).

Continuous Crushing Harvesting Allowance
(a) CSR agrees to pay a continuous crushing harvesting allowance of

$1.27 per tonne of Cane harvested on a Saturday, Sunday or public

holiday under this Agreement in each Relevant Season that the
crushing schedule for the District has been designed to operate ¡n

continuous crushing mode. This allowance relates to the additional
costs associated with supplying Cane in a continuous harvesting
roster.

(b) ln addition, where a Harvesting Group employs a third haul-out
driver, and this payment has been accepted by CSR in past

Crushing Seasons for haulage from more distant Blocks, a rate of

$0.39 per tonne of Cane haruested is also payable to the Grower on
receipt by CSR of an acceptable written claim.

(c) The allowance in sub-clause (a) above shall be paid weekly during
the Crushing Season to the Grower based on such Cane supplied
and accepted for crushing during that week. The additional
allowance payable under sub-clause (b) above is payable with the
end of Crushing Season adjustment payment.

(d) The amount of the allowance is to be reviewed prior to each
Crushing Season in accordance with any movements in the hourly
wage rate for a cane harvesting employee (Grade 1) under the
Sugar Field Sector Award - State 2005 as applied to the Northern
District and recorded on the Award Summary Sheet located on the
website known as wvvw.wageline.qld.gov.au.

(e) The new continuous crushing harvesting allowance rate shall be the
rate for the previous Crushing Season multiplied by the hourly wage
rate from the start of the next Crushing Season, and divided by the
hourly wage rate used for the previous Crushing Season.
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11 Continuous Crushing Rostered Day Off (RDO)
Allowance
(a) As a result of the roster for cane Harvesting Groups, a particular

Harvesting Group may be rostered to work each day for a
continuous 6 day period from Sunday to Friday inclusive. ln such
instances, CSR will make an additional payment for Cane harvested
on that Friday at the same rate as the continuous crushing
haruesting allowance in clause 10 (a) of this Schedule 5, except in

the case when a public holiday coincides with that Friday when only
the continuous crushing harvesting allowance is payable.

(b) The allowance shall be paid weekly with the Delivery payment to the
Grower.

Delivery Point Overflow Allowance
(a) Where it has become necessary for a Harvesting Group to deliver

Cane to more than one Delivery Point as a result of the introduction
of continuous crushing causing existing Delivery Points to be under
capacity, an allowance in recognition of additional haulage costs will
be payable by CSR to the Grower upon receipt by CSR of an
acceptable written claim. The allowance payable is $0.23 per tonne
of Cane delivered to the alternative Delivery Point per kilometre of
the distance between the expected and alternative Delivery Points
as measured along the rail. Where an alternate Delivery Point is
used on a different branch rail line, then a reasonable estimate of
the additional length of haulshall be made.

(b) The allowance is payable with the end of Crushing Season
adjustment payment.

(c) The allowance may be reviewed annually on the same basis as
described in clauses 10(d) and (e) of this Schedule 5.

(d) The allowance will not be payable to any Grower in a Harvesting
Group where a land owner who is also a part of the Harvesting
Group refuses to consent to make land available for a Delivery Point
extension or rationalisation.

Planting and Productivity Allowance
(a) To encourage planting and productivity improvement by Growers, an

allowance will be paid from a Planting and Productivity Pool (PPP).
This pool shall be derived using a base rate of 42 cents per tonne of
Collective Cane and, where Collective Cane exceeds 4,500,000
tonnes, a sliding scale rate per tonne commencing al zero cents at
4,500,000 tonnes rising progressively to 17.5 cents at 5,250,000
tonnes of Collective Cane and continuing to rise at the same rate
thereafter. The rate so calculated above is to be adjusted in the ratio

12

13
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14

that the Reference Sugar Value bears to $350 per tonne IPS sugar.
The calculation of the PPP is illustrated below:

(i) ln cases where the Collective Cane exceeds 4,500,000 tonnes

PPP = (Collective Cane tonnes x ($0.+e + ($0. 175 / 750,000 x
(Collective Cane tonnes - 4,500,000)))) x Reference Sugar Value /
$350

(ii) ln cases where the Collective Cane is less than 4,500,000 tonnes:
PPP = Collective Gane tonnes x ($0.42) x Reference Sugar Value /
$350

For example, at a Reference Sugar Value of $315 per tonne IPS sugar:

PPP = 5,000,000 x ($0.+Z + ($O.l 75 I 750,000 x (5,000,000 -
4,500,000))) x $315 / $350

= $2,415,000

(b) The Planting and Productivity Allowance amount to be paid to the
Grower will be determined by apportioning the PPP determined in

sub-clause (a) above pro-rata on the tonnes of Cane for half the
amount and pro-rata on the area of Blocks of plant Cane for the
Grower relative to all Collective Growers for the Relevant Season for
the remainder.

(c) The allowance will be paid to Growers in 2 instalments, one with the
end of Crushing Season adjustment payment using the Seasonal
Pool Value being paid at that time, and the other with the final sugar
payment for the Relevant Season.

Long Distance Transport Payments
(a) A payment at the rate of 1 cent per tonne of Collective Cane shall be

made by CSR to the Grower's Representative in recognition of
additional haulage costs incurred by Collective Growers as a result
of Blocks being located in excess of 3 kilometres by the shortest
practical route from Delivery Points.

(b) The payment shall be made at the same time as Delivery payments.

(c) lt is intended that the total payment for a Relevant Season will be
distributed to eligible Collective Growers by taking account of the
tonnes delivered by them from such distant Blocks, and the distance
of the haulto the Delivery Point.

(d) The Growers' Representative shall be responsible for the allocation
of the payment to eligible Collective Growers and the creation of
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associated tax invoices. CSR shall be advised of the amount paid to
each eligible Collective Grower after payment has been made.

(e) ln addition, Schedule 7 records the transport allowance payable to

certain Collective Growers in the areas South of Crystal Creek,
North of Hen Camp Creek and Sheahan's Road.

15 Molasses Gain-Sharing Payment
(a) CSR will make a payment in respect of molasses for all Cane

supplied by the Grower for a Relevant Season based on the
following formula and sub-clauses:

Payment rate ($ per tonne) =
0.2 x DMoIT x (CSRMoIV - BaseMolV)/ District Cane x Collective
Cane tonnage / Collective Cane tonnage supplied by Collective
Growers who are a party to a Corresponding Agreement

Where:

DMoIT = total tonnes of "C" molasses produced at the Mills

CSRMoIV = the CSR molasses value in $ per tonne molasses
being the average ex-mill value of all molasses sales as included
in CSR's audited financial accounts as at March following the
Relevant Season. Ex-millvalue means the value of sales less
related administration, transport, storage and selling costs.

BaseMolV = Base molasses value of $60 per tonne.

(b) CSR retains all ownership rights to molasses and all rights related to
how it markets and values its molasses.

(c) The payment per tonne of Cane cannot be a negative value (that is,

a deduction from the Grower's Cane payment).

(d) Any payment due under this clause 15 shall be made to the Grower
based on all Cane supplied by the Grower and shall be paid to the
Grower with the final payment for the Relevant Season.

It is accepted by the parties that the $60 per tonne base molasses value from
which gain-sharing commences and which will be held constant f rom 2009
through to 2011 Crushing Seasons will need to be increased in future years to
account for cost increases not accounted for in the CSR molasses value
(CSRMoIV) as well as changes in molasses revenue. lt is further
acknowledged that CSR has agreed to the $60 per tonne base for that period
2009-2011 without adjustment on the basis of the understanding in the
previous sentence.
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1 6 Performance Target
16.1 Principle

(a) Forthe purposes of this clause 16, CSR is allowed a Performance
Target Period (that is, a maximum number of Harvest Days that
includes, subject to clause 16.1(b)) an allowance of I days lost
crushing time beyond CSR's control) to process a Crop of up to 4.75

million tonnes.

(i) For a Crop of less than 4.0 million tonnes, CSR is allowed a

Performance Target Period of 148 Harvest Days, inclusive of I
days lost crushing time beyond CSR's control, in which to crush
the Crop.

(ii) For a Crop of up to 4.750 million tonnes, CSR is allowed a
Pedormance Target Period of 154 Haruest Days, inclusive of I
days lost crushing time beyond CSR's control, in which to crush
the Crop.

(ii¡) For a Crop between 4.000 and 4.750 million tonnes, the Harvest
Days are to be calculated proportionally between those Crop
tonnages as shown in the table in clause 16.2.

(iv) For a Crop in excess of 4.750 million tonnes, no Performance
Target Period or payments will apply for the amount of the Crop
over 4.75 million tonnes.

(b) Should lost crushing tíme beyond CSR's control exceed 8 days, the

Pedormance Target Period is to be extended by such lost crushing
time in excess of I days.

(c) Suppliers are also expected to provide reasonable Bin weights and

Cane quality such that CSR's ability to process the Crop in the
Performance Target Period is not impeded.

(d) ln Crushing Seasons where the Crop is understood by CSR before
the Crushing Season starts to be insufficient to supply both Mills in

the District for the Performance Target Period applicable for that
Crop (as shown in the table in clause 16.2(c)) CSR may utilise
Victoria Mill for a target Crushing Season length of up to the
Performance Target Period. Under this scenario, the Start Date for
Macknade Mill will be determined by CSR so as to maxímise sugar
production and manage seasonal risk in consultation with the
Grower's Representative. A decision regardíng the timing of

Macknade Mill's commencement shall not obviate CSR's
Pedormance Target or its ability to achieve a Crushing Season finish
prior to mid November.

16.2 Performance Target Period
(a) The Performance Target Period shall commence in accordance with

the Start Date determined in clause 3.1 of the Agreement and
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Schedule 2 and shall be assessed on a Harvest Day basis in whole
days.

(b) Where CSR and the Growers' Representative agree to vary the
intended Start Date for any crushing train or trains at a Mill, the
Performance Target Period will be extended by B hours tor each 24
hour variation for each crushing train.

(c) The following table sets out the relevant Performance Target Period
in Harvest Days allowed for varying Crops:

Grop Size
(million tonnes)

Performance
Target Period

(Harvest Days)

Allowance for Lost
Time beyond
CSR's control

(Days)

4.000 148 I
4.125 149 8

4.250 150 B

4,375 151 I
4.500 152 I
4.625 153 I
4.750 154 I

(d) The Performance Target Period as shown in the table in sub-clause
(c) shall be extended pursuant to clause 16.1(b) above for lost
crushing time beyond CSR's control in excess of the I day
allowance within the Pedormance Target Period and pursuant to
clause 16.2(b) above for agreed crushing train start-up variations.
The resulting period shall be referred to as the Adjusted
PeÍormance Target Period for the purposes of clause 16.5(a) and
(b) of this Schedule 5.

(e) An example of the operation of this clause, including specific rules
relating to the assignment of lost crushing time beyond CSR's
control, is provided in Schedule 8.

16.3 Lost Crushing Time Beyond CSR's Control
Lost crushing time beyond CSR's control includes the full amount of actual lost
time including lost time through reduced crushing rates due to:

(a) wet weather, or failure of Suppliers to supply Cane for any other
reason except any extension of crushing delay where there is

sufficient supply to meet the daily thresholds expected by CSR but
where CSR elects to delay recommencement of crushing after a
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stoppage. For Macknade Millto be the first Mill to resume crushing,
the daily threshold is 4,000 tonnes of Cane. For Victoria Mill to be
the first Mill to resume crushing, the threshold is 6,000 tonnes of
Cane for the first day provided the expected supply for the following
day exceeds 8,000 tonnes of Cane;

(b) the daily average 4 tonne Bin weight loaded being 0.04 tonnes or
more below the average weight used for that Harvest Day's
Deliveries;

(c) any Delivery having a 4 tonne Bin weight less than 3.3 tonnes;

(d) excessive dirt, Extraneous Matter or foreign matter included with
Cane in Bins;

(e) emergency, Force Majeure or other causes beyond CSR's
reasonable control.

16.4 Communicat¡on and Reporting of Lost Crushing Time
(a) Where Cane supply shortfalls occur that CSR believes to be beyond

its control, CSR shall make reasonable endeavours to convey
details of such instances to the Grower's Representative on a daily
basis. The purpose of this communication is to facilitate the
involvement of the Growers' Representative in monitoring harvesting
performance and to ensure the taking of corrective action where
necessary.

(b) CSR shall also make reasonable endeavours to communicate
details of other major lost crushing time events that it believes to be
beyond its controlto the Growers' Representative within 24 hours of
the occurrence. Such events shall also be repofted promptly to the
Cane Auditor. A full listing of lost crushing time events shall
subsequently be made available to the Cane Auditor.

(c) CSR shallfurnish the Growers' Representative with a weekly report
providing details of any lost crushing time events that it believes to
be beyond its control no later than close of business Wednesday
following the particular crushing week being reported. The Growers'
Representative shall review the report provided by CSR and
respond by close of business Friday in the same week.

(d) ln the event that the lost crushing time report is not accepted by the
Growers' Representative, any differences are to be resolved during
the following week.

16.5 Calculation of Performance Target Tonnage Shortfall
The Cane tonnage shortfallto which Performance Target (PT) payments may
apply shall be determined on a District Cane basis as follows:

(a) Crop 4.75 mt or more, All Harvested - Where a District Cane
tonnage ol 4.75 million tonnes or greater is harvested, the tonnage
of PT shortfall is any positive number determined by subtracting the
tonnage harvested by the end of the Adjusted Performance Target
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Period (as determined in clause 16.2ot this Schedule 5) from 4.75
rnillion tonnes; or

(b) Crop < 4.75 ml, All Harvested - Where the available Crop has been
harvested (with the exception of a 200 hectare tolerance) and it is
less than 4.75 million tonnes, the tonnage of PT shortfall is any
positive number determined by subtracting the tonnage harvested by
the end of the Adjusted Performance Target Period (as determined
in clause 16.2 ol this Schedule 5) from the District Cane tonnage;
or

(c) Not All Cane Harvested - Where allof the Crop has not been
harvested (with the exception of a200 hectare tolerance), the
tonnage of PT shorlfall is any positive number determined by
subtracting the Cane actually harvested from the tonnage of Cane
that should have been haruested within the Performance Target
Period (as determined in clause 16.2 of this Schedule 5).
Calculations under this sub-clause (c) are as follows:

(i) Crop < 4.75 mt - Where the Crop ís less lhan 4.75 million tonnes:

Tonnage of PT shortfall = ((Crop / Allowable Performance Target
Period) - (District Cane harvested / Actual Harvest Days )) x the lesser
of Allowable Performance Target Period or Actual Harvest Days

(ii) Crop > or equal lo 4.75 mt - Where the Crop is greater than or
equalto 4.75 million tonnes:

Tonnage of PT shortfall = ((4,750,000 / Allowable Performance Target
Period)- (District Cane harvested / Actual Harvest Days)) x the lesser
of Allowable Performance Target Period or Actual Harvest Days

Where, in each case

Allowable Peñormance Target Period = Performance Target Period
as defined in clause 16.2(c) less actual lost time beyond CSR's
control up to I days.

Actual Harvest Days = Duration of harvest in days less actual lost
crushing time beyond CSR's control as per clause 16.3 less any
agreed crushing train delay as per clause 16.2(b).

Crop = District Cane harvested plus Cane remaining unharvested
(except in the case where the unharvested area is less than 200
hectares, when no Cane is deemed to be left unharvested) as
recorded in CSR's harvesting system records.

16.6 Bin Weight Adjustment Factor
The tonnage shortfall determined in clause 16.5 shall be adjusted by the
relevant factor in the following formula:

Bin Weight Adjustment Factor = 'l + 0.025 . (Actual 4 tonne Bin seasonal
average Bin weight - 3.7) I 0.1
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For example, if the seasonal average Bin weight is 3.8 tonnes, a factor of 1.025

applies. Conversely, if the seasonal average Bin weight is 3.5 tonnes, a factor
of 0.95 applies.

16.7 Performance Target Allowance Rate

Where CSR does not meet the Performance Target tonnage, an allowance rate

shall be payable per tonne of Cane shortfall in accordance with the following

scale:

A maximum value of $8.00 at a Reference Sugar Value of $400 per

tonne IPS and above and reducing pro-rata to;

An intermediate value of $6.00 at a Reference Sugar Value of $300
per tonne IPS reducing pro-rata to;

A minimum value of $2.00 at a Reference Sugar Value of $200 per

tonne IPS and below.

16.8 Performance Target Allowance Payable
An allowance is payable to Collective Growers on the tonnage shorlfall
attributable to Collective Cane to be calculated as follows:

Collective Cane Performance Target Allowance =

Tonnage of PT shorlfall x tonnes Collective Cane from the Grower
and other Collective Growers who have signed a Corresponding
Agreement / District Cane tonnes x Bin Weight Adjustment Factor x
Performance Target Allowance Rate

where the tonnage of PT shortfall is determined in accordance with the

appropriate sub-clauses 16.5 (a), (b) or (c) above, and the Bin Weight
Adjustment Factor is determined in accordance with clause 16.6 and the
Pedormance Target Allowance Rate is determined in accordance with clause
16.7 of this Schedule 5.

All such payments shall be paid pro-rata on all Collective Cane supplied for the
Relevant Season by the Grower and other Collective Growers who have

signed a Corresponding Agreement. The Grower's portion of the allowance
shall be paid to the Grower with the final payment for the Relevant Season.

Pedormance Target allowance payments made pursuant to this clause 16

shall constitute full and final compensation to the Grower for any and all

inconvenience, disadvantage and loss suffered, real or perceived, as a result of

the crushíng performance at the Mills, harvesting delays caused or contributed
to by CSR, the Performance Target Period not be¡ng met and for any other
reasons associated with CSR's performance of its obligations in respect of the
crushing of Cane supplied by the Grower pursuant to this Agreement.
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17 Sugar Quality Premium / Discount Sharing
Scheme

17.1 Context
The parties acknowledge the importance of sugar quality meeting or exceeding
customer expectations. Production of high quality sugar will contribute to the
sustainability of the sugar industry in the District by maximising returns to CSR
and its Suppliers and ensuring future market access.

17.2 Market Signal Mechanism
To allow an appropriate flow of market signals, sugar premiums, discounts and
deductible costs for a Relevant Season are to be pooled and allocated in
accordance with the following formula:

Grower's allocation for the 2009 Crushing Season = Grower's seasonal CCS
(Relative) units / District seasonal CCS (Relative) units x (Sugar premium -
Sugar Discount - Deductible Costs) x Suppliers' Proportion; and

Grower's allocation for the 2010 and subsequent Crushing Seasons:

CSR and the Growers' Representative undertake to enter into bona fide
negotiations for the purpose of determining the Grower's proportion, under a
cane quality scheme, in the following formula:

(Sugar Premium - Sugar Discount - Deductible Costs) x Suppliers'
Proportion x Grower's proportion

Such negotiations will commence no laterthan September, 2009 and will be
concluded on or before 24, March 2010.

Subject to this Agreement being extended in accordance with clause 2.5, until
agreement on the Grower's allocation for the 20'10 and subsequent Crushing
Seasons is reached, the Grower's allocation as defined for the 2009 Crushing
Season will apply,

Where:

Sugar Premium is the sum received or deemed to have been received by
CSR (pursuant to clause 17.3 of this Schedule 5) in accordance with the QSL
Raw Sugar Quality Scheme as varied by QSL from time to time. The Raw
Sugar Quality Scheme parameters and standards against which QSL assesses
eligibility for premium payments are held by the Growers' Representative.

Sugar Discount is the sum deducted by QSL or other customers from sugar
proceeds to CSR on account of any price discount or cost attributable to sugar
that fails to meet relevant standards.

Deductible Cost is the sum of the cost elements defined in clause 17.4 of this
Schedule 5.

Suppliers' Proportion = 50 percent

The Grower's allocation of sugar premiums, discounts and deductible costs
shall be applied to Cane payments after the corresponding adjustment to sugar
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proceeds owing to CSR has been effected. The Grower acknowledges that
this will normally occur with the final payment for the Relevant Season.

17.3 Deemed Sugar Quality Premiums
Sugar produced at the Mill that is marketed directly by CSR, shall be assessed
and allocated notional premiums for the purposes of this clause 17 as though it

was supplied to QSL.

17.4 Deductible Costs
Costs that are to be deductible shall include:

(a) A milling process additive reasonably applied by CSR to maintain or
improve sugar quality;

(b) A Cane treatment program to maintain or improve sugar quality;

(c) Expenditure on a research and development program related to

improving sugar quality;

(d) Additional analytical costs to maintain or improve sugar quality;

(e) Costs incurred for the installation, operation and maintenance of
plant and equipment specifically installed to improve sugar quality;

(f) A sugar recovery loss arising from an operating strategy to maintain
or improve sugar quality; &

(g) Any other cost associated with a strategy to maintain or improve
sugar quality

For sub-clauses (b) to (g), the prior agreement of CSR and the Growers'
Representative is required. Agreement shall not be unreasonably withheld by

either par1y.

17.5 Monitoring and Prov¡sion of Information
To enable appropriate monitoring of sugar quality, the effectiveness of
improvement strategies and calculations arising f rom this clause 17, CSR shall
provide the Growers' Representative with the following information on a
confidential basis:

(a) sugar quality data on sugar supplied to QSL and other customers

(b) details of the QSL Raw Sugar Quality Scheme

(c) details of sugar quality parameters included in any supply contract
outside of QSL

(d) statements identifying Sugar Premiums and Sugar Discounts

(e) an itemised listing of Deductible Costs

17.6 Performance lmprovement Plans
CSR and the Growers' Representative shall meet from time to time to review
the operation of the Sugar Quality Premium / Discount Sharing Scheme and to
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develop strategies to improve sugar quality and resultant returns to CSR and
its Suppliers.

Grower Payment Deductions
(a) Where, prior to the commencement of the crushing in the first

Relevant Season under this Agreement, the Grower provides CSR
with a written deduction authority for payments to the Growers'
Representative or any third party approved by CSR, CSR may retain
out of any payment due to the Grower under this Agreement an
amount for payment to the Growers' Representative or third party in
accordance with the written authority. The sum retained will be
deemed part of the Cane payment paid to the Grower under this
Agreement.

(b) The Grower also expressly authorises CSR to make deductions from
payments due to the Grower under this Agreement any amount
specified as grower contributions under the Cane Analysis Program.
Such deductions will be deemed part of the Cane payment paid to
the Grower under this Agreement.

(c) Where the Grower's Contract Area includes Land serviced by the rail
extension across Elphinstone Creek into the areas known as
Elphinstone or Dalrymple, and there are outstanding contributions
yet to be made as a result of the Grower's total share of payments
toward this extension, the Grower will continue to be bound by the
irrevocable deduction authority provided pursuant to the agreement
commonly known as the "Elphinstone / Dalrymple Cane Railway
Extension Agreement" dated 21"tday of June 2000 for Cane
delivered from such Land.
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Schedule 6 - District Crushing Season
lnformation

CSR agrees to provide the Growers' Representative with:

(a) timely information relevant to the operation and administration of this
Agreement. Such information shall include data obtained on CSR's
behalf by HCPSL on aggregate areas for harvest, pre-season
forecasts and estimates and a technical budget for processing the
Crop.

(b) CSR fuñher agrees to provide Growers and the Growers'
Representative, via the Website, with a weekly update against
budget of District crushing rate, Cane supply lost time, District
tonnes throughput, District CCS and the estimated finishing date for
the Crushing Season.

(c) CSR shall publish QSL indicative sugar value data and advance
payment programmes, together with corresponding indicative Cane
prices, on the Website within 3 days of receipt of relevant
information from QSL. CSR shall also publish non-commercially
sensitive marketing information from QSL and make available to the
Growers' Representative documentary evidence of the final QSL
Sugar Value as received by CSR in each Relevant Season,
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Schedule 7 - Specific Transport ltems

Where the Grower is eligible for a specific transport allowance in the areas
South of Crystal Creek, Norlh of Hen Camp Creek or Sheahan's Road as
shown in the paragraph below, the allowance shown is generally payable with
the Delivery payment for that Cane. The allowance rate shown may be
reviewed annually on the same basis as described in clauses 10(d) and (e) of
this Schedule 5.

Where Cane Blocks are located in the area South of Crystal Creek and West of
the Bruce Highway, and the Grower has received an allowance relating to
transport of Cane from such Blocks on that Farm in the previous cane supply
agreement, then CSR will pay an allowance on Cane delivered from such
Blocks at the rate of $1 .54 per tonne.

The eligible Blocks relate to the current Collective Growers and the applicable
Farms that are shown below;
Farm No. 710 GirgentiGR
Farm No. 652 Priarollo BA & Mrs AR

OR

Where Cane Blocks are located in the area just to the North of Hen Camp
Creek, and the Grower has received an allowance relating to transport of Cane
from such Blocks on that Farm in the previous cane supply agreement, then
CSR will pay an allowance on Cane delivered from such Blocks at the rate of
$2.12 per tonne.

The eligible Blocks relate to the current Collective Grower and the applicable
Farm that is shown below;
Farm No. 695 Berra M & Rattazzo G

OR

Where Cane Blocks are located in Sheahan's Road, and are located more than
1 kilometre from Abergowrie Road, and the Grower has received an allowance
relating to transport of Cane from such Blocks on that Farm in the previous
cane supply agreement, then CSR will pay an allowance on Cane delivered
from such Blocks at the rate ol $1.27 per tonne.

The eligible Blocks relate to the current Collective Growers and the applicable
Farms that are shown below;
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Farm No.263C Cristaudo M, Mrs M & MA
Farm No. 3054 Martin SG & Mrs MJ
Farm No.306A Martin LN

Farm No.7934 Martin SG, Mrs MJ & BM

Farm No. 7954 Martin BM & Douglas SC
Farm No, 3744 Sorbello A Family Trust
Farm No. 2934 Sheahan PD & J
Farm No.295A Sheahan PT

Farm No. 2984 Sorbello SA
Farm No. 3764 Sorbello SA & Mrs C
Farm No. 8084 Sadleir PS & O'Sullivan LM

Farm No.2714 Tua ES & Mrs CM
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Agreement Parameters; Clause f 6 of Schedule 5
Nominal Harvest¡ng Start Date
Perfomance Guarantee (pT) period, days
Losl Crush Time Beyond CSR Control, days
Expected Harvesting Finish for up to 5 mt
Base Reference Sugar Value, g/tonne lpS
Base Reference Sugar Value, gitonne lpS
Expected Tonnes Harvest in pT period
Actual District Crop

Example 1. Delayed Start of Harvest for 3 Crush Trains; Clause 16.2(b)

Original Harvesting Start Date
Agreed Delay, days

New Agreed Start Date
New Expected Harvesting Finish Date

Example 2. Delayed Start of Harvesl for 2 Crush Trains; Clause 16.2(b)

Original Start Date Agreed for A Train
B Train Agreed Start
C Train Agreed Start
B Train PT Period Extension, hours
C Train PT Period Extension, hours
Effective PT Period Extension, total days

New Expected Harvesting Finish Date

PERFORMANCE TARGET (pT) - Example Catcutarions

Example Variables Are Shaded
16/06/2009 Start of harvesting; first Tuesday on or after 1srh June unless otherwise agreed154.00 lncluding an I day allowance for lost time beyond CSR control8.00 The allowance nominally included in the pT period
1 6i 1 1/2009 Where the lost crush time beyon is less than 8 days300.00 Base pT rate varies between 92 ence Sugar Vatu-e $ZOO to $gOO400.00 Base pT rate varies between 96 ence Sugar Value 9300 to 94004,750,000 Tonnes harvest by end of pT pe ed4'800,000 rncruding a reasonabre estimate of standover cane, if appricabre

Agreed harvest start is derayed by days shown berow, for ¡nstance due to rain16/06/2009 From above
2

18/06/2009 New PT period start date
1a/11/2oog PT Period of 154 days inclusive of allowance for lost crush time beyond CSR control
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Agreed delay of B train and G train by the days shown below
16/06/2009 Harvesting commences for 1 crushing train only18/06i2009 2 Agreed days detay
19/06/2009 3 Agreed days delay

1 6 At I hours per calendar day of train delay
24 At I hours per calendar day of train delay2.00 Rounded up to next full day

18l11l2oog PT Period of 154 days inclusive of allowance for lost crush time beyond CSR control
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PERFORMANCE TARGET (pT) - Exampte Catcutat¡ons
Example 3. PT Tonnes shortfall; D¡strict cane Harvested Greater Than 4.25m Tonnes; clause f6.s(a) of schedule 5
Agreement Parameters; Clause 1 6.2 of Schedule 5

Nominal Harvesting Slart Dale
Perfomance Guarantee (pT) per¡od, days
Losl Crush Time Beyond CSR Control, days
Expected Harvesting Finish
Base Reference Sugar Value, $/tonne lps
Base Reference Sugar Value, g/tonne lps
Expected Tonnes Harvest in pT period
Actual Crop, tonnes
Collect¡ve Cane Harvested, tonnes

Harvest¡ng of District Cane of More Than 4.ZSm Tonnes is Complefed

Agreed Harvest¡ng Start Date 16/06/2009
District Cane Harvested, tonnes 4,795,000
Any Effective PT Period Extension, days 2.OO
Adjusted Lost Time Beyond CSR Control A Train, hours 35O.OO
Seasonal Crush Rate A Train, lonnes/hour 502.1 1

B Train, hours 350.00
B Train, tonnes/hour 610,33

C Train, hours 300.00
C Train, tonnes/hour 520.44

Adjusted Lost Time Beyond CSR Control, hours 334.06
Adiusted Lost T¡me Beyond CSR Conlrol, whole days 14.0

End of PT Period, date
Actual Harvest District Tonnes at This Dale
Collective Cane Harvested, tonnes
PT Tonnes Shortfall
Final Reference Sugar Value, g/tonne lpS
PT Bate Payable, $/tonne cane
PT Amount Payable, g

Example Variables Are Shaded
Start of harvesting; first Tuesday on or after 1 Sth June unless otherwise agreed
From Tabre in clause 16.2(c), ¡ncluding an I day alrowance for lost t¡me bãyond csR contror
The allowance nominally ¡ncluded ¡n the pT period
Where the lost crush time beyond CSR control is less than I days
Base PT rate varies between 92 to g6 for Reference Sugar Value g2OO to g3OO
Base PT rate varies between 96 to gB for Reference Suõar Value g30O to g40O
Tonnes harvest by end of pT period, as extended
lncluding a reasonable estimate of Standover Cane, if applicable
lncludes cane under 7 ccs

At leasl one crush train commences as agreed
Must be greater than 4J5m tonnes, but less than Crop
As per Example 2. Delays to Crush Trains Agreed
Time lost
Tonnes crushed divíded by hours actually crushing

True avetage of time using seasonal crush rates

Assess harvested tonnes to & including the pT period end date

CSR missed PT aim by this tonnage
Bese PT rate veries between gZ to g6 for Ref Sugar Value g2OO to g3OO, 96 to gB lor Ref Sugar Value g3OO to g4OO
On Distr¡ct Cane
On Collective Cane only (assum¡ng all on rolling 3 year contracts)

't 6/06/2009
154.00

8.00
1 6/1 1/2009

300.00
400.00

4,750,000
4,800,000
4,700,000

2411112009
4,635,000
4,700,000

1 1 5,000
425.00

8.00
901,773
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PERFORMANCE GUABANTEE (pT) - Exampte Catcutations
Example4. PTTonnesshortfalliAllCane¡sHarvestedw¡thCropLessThan4.T5mTonnes;clausel6.5(b)

Agreemenl Parameters; Clause 16.2 of Schedule 5
Nominal Harvesting Start Date
Perfomance Guefantee (pT) period, days
Lost Crush Time Beyond CSR Control, days
Expected Harvesting F¡nish
Base Reference Sugar Value, $/tonne lpS
Base Reference Sugar Value, g/tonne lpS
Expected Tonnes Harvesl in pT period
Cane Left as Standover, tonnes
Actual Crop, tonnes
Collect¡ve Cane Harvested, lonnes

Harvesting of all Distr¡cl Cane of less lhan 5 m lonnes is achieved
Agreed Harvesting Start Date 16/06/2009
Tonnes Harvested,o0o's 4,500,000
Any Effective PT Period Extension, days 2.OO
Adjusted Lost Time Beyond CSR Control A Tra¡n, hours 16g.15
Seasonal Crush Rate A Train, tonnes/hour 502.1 1

B Train, hours t32.Ss
B Train, tonnes/hour 610.33

C Train, hours lg8.9o
C Train, tonnes/hour SZO.44

Adjusled LostT¡me Beyond CSR Control, hours 161.46
Adjusled Lost Time Beyond CSR Controt, whole days 7.O

Example Variables Are Shaded
start of harvest¡ng; first ruesday on or after 1 sth June unress otherwise agreed
From Table in clause 16.2(c), including an I day alrowance for rost rime bãyond csR contror
The allowance nominally included in the pT pe;iod
where the lost crush time beyond CSR control is less than g days
Base PT rate var¡es between gZ to g6 for Beference Sugar Vatue g2OO to g30O
Base PT rate varies between g6 to gg for Beference Sugar Value $300 to $4OO
Tonnes harvest by end ot pT period, as extended
There is no Standover Cane

lncludes cane under 7 ccs

At least one crush train commences as agreed

As per Example 2. Delays to Crush Trains Agreed
Time lost
Tonnes crushed divided by hours actually crushing

True average of lime using seasonal crush rates
Only assessed within pT period

Assess harvested tonnes to & including the pT period end date

CSB missed PT aim by th¡s tonnage
Base PT rate varies between g2 to 96 lor Ref Sugar Vlue g2OO to g3OO, $6 lo g8 for Ref Sugar Vatue g3OO to g4OO
On Distr¡ct Cane
On Collective Cane only (assuming all on rolling 3 year contracts)

1 6/06/2009
152

8.00
14/'11/2009

300.00
400.00

4,500,000
0

4,500,000
4,410,000

End of Ad.iusted PT Per¡od, date
Actual Harvest District Tonnes at This Date
Collective Cane Harvested
PT Tonnes Shortfatl
Final Beference Sugar Value, g/tonne lpS
PT Rale Payable, g/tonne cane
PT Amount Payable, $

16111t2æ9
4,460,000
4,410,000

40,000
375.00

7.50
294.000
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pEBFOBMANCE cUARANTEE (pT) - Exampte Catcutations
Example 5. PT Tonnes Shortfall; Not All Dislricl cane Harvested & Less Than 4.7sm Tonne crop Ava¡lable; Clause r6.5(cXD

Agreement Parameters; Clause 16.2 of Schedule s
Nominal Haruesting Start Date
Perfomance Guarantee (PT) period, days
Lost Crush Time Beyond CSB Control, days
Expected Harvesting Finish
Base Reference Sugar Value, g/tonne lpS
Base Reference Sugar Value, $/tonne lpS
Expected Tonnes Harvest in pT per¡od
Standover Cane, tonnes
Actual District Crop
Collective Cane Harvested

Harvèsl¡ng ol D¡slr¡ct Crop of Less Than 4.75m Tonnes ls Not Completed
Agreed Harvesting Stert Date
Tonnes Haruested, 0OO's
Any Effect¡ve PT Per¡od Extension, days
Adjusled Lost Time Beyond CSR Control A Train, hours
Seasonal Crush Rate A Train, tonnes/hour

B Train, hours
B Train, tonnes/hour

C Train, hours
C Train, tonnes/hour

Adjusted Lost T¡me Beyond CSR Controt, hours
Adjusted Lost Time Beyond CSR Control, days

End of Adjusted PT Period, date
Actuâl Harvest F¡n¡sh, date
Allowable PT Period Days
Actual Harvest Days
Actual Crush Season Days

Actual Harvest Tonnes at Harvest F¡nish Date
Expected daily tonnes
Actual daily tonnes
Shortfall in daily tonnes
Collective Cane Haruested, tonnes
PT Tonnes Shortfall
Final Reference Sugar Value, g/tonne lpS
PT Rate Payable, Monne cane
PT Amount Payable, g

Example Variables Are Shaded
Start of haruestingi f¡ßt Tuesday on or after I sth June unless otherw¡se agreed
lncluding an 8 day allowance for lost time beyond CSR control
The allowance nominally ¡ncluded in the pT per¡od
Where the lost crush time beyond CSR conkol is less than I days
Base PT rate varies between 92 to g6 for Relerence Sugar Value g2OO to $OOO
Base PT rate var¡es between 96 to gg for Reference Sugar Value g3OO to g4OO
Tonnes haruest by end of pT period, as extended

lncluding a reasonable estimate of Standover Cane, if applicable
lncludes cane under 7 ccs

At least one crush train commences as agreed

Delays to Crush Trains Agreed
Time lost
Tonnes crushed divided by hours actually crushing

True average of time using seasonal crush rates
Only assessed within pT period

Flelevant to cut-off for lost time beyond CSR,s control

PT Period less I days allowance for lost time beyond CSFI'S controt, plus unused lost time (up to I days)
Excludes lost time beyond CSR conùol
From Harvest¡ng Start to Finish Date

Expected Tonnes haruest in pT period / Allowable pT period Days
Actual Haruest Tonnes / Actual Haruest Oays - Effective PT period extension (e g. milling train startup/shut-dwn)
Difference between above
Collective Cane harvested only
CSR missed PT aim by this tonnage. Shortfall in da¡ly tonnes x Allowable PT Period Days (unless Actual Harvest Days lower)
Base PT rate varies between 92 to 96 tor Ftef Sugar Value $2OO to g3OO, $6 to gg tor Ret Sìgar Vatue g3OO to g4OO
On D¡strict Cane
On Collective Cane only (assuming all on roll¡ng 3 year cont€cts)

1 6/06/2009
152 8

8.O0
't4111t2009

300.oo
400.00

4,600,000
75,000

4,600,000
4,500,000

16/06/2009
4,525,000

100
174.OO

502.1 1

132.55
610.33
165.00
520.44
155.64

6.5

15/1 1/2009
22111t2009

146.3
153.5
160.0

4,525,000
31,439
29,669

1,770
4,500,000

258,949
375.00

7.50
1.931.388
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APPENDIX 2 TO ANNEXURE B

Report by Dr Mark Dawson
ÐAWSON BIOI,OGICAL CONSULTING PTY LTD

SERVICING FOOD, WATER & ENVIRONMENTAL

Cane Deterioration - L¡terature Review

Ïhe Australian Sugar lndustry currently harvests the sugar cane crop ma¡nly by

green cane harvesting, in contrast to some years ago when almost all of the cane

was burnt immediately prior to harvest. The two main drivers for the move to green

cane harvesting were firstly the perception that the rate of deterioration of green cane

between cutting and crushing was significantly reduced compared to that of burnt

cane, and secondly the adverse environmental impact of cane burning.

ln Australia, the cane crop is harvested mechanically. The cane harvesters cut the

cane stalk into billets for transport primarily by cane railway in cane bins to the

factory for crushing and juice extraction. The bulk of the overseas literature on post-

harvest deterioration prior to 1990 wes on whole stalk cane, rather than billets

(Clowes and Wood, 1978; Kapur and Kanwar, 1g81; and Lionnet, 19gg).

Comparative studies on the rate of deterioration of green and burnt mechanically

harvested cane in Australia have been reported, and have shown that the rate of

deterioration is in fact higher in burnt cane (Foster and Wright, 1969; Whayman and

Foster,1969; Foster et al., 1977). Studies have also shown that the sucrose (sugar)

content is up to 5% higher in green cane compared to burnt cane (Whayman and

Foster, 1 969; Rozeff, 1995).

More recent work in Australia (Dawson et al., 1998) on post harvest deterioration of

green cane billets has shown that the extent of damage to the billets was the main

factor in potential loss of sucrose from them. Deterioration of green cane was

measured by loss of sucrose, and increase in various by-product levels. This was a

different technique to that used in South Africa where the ethanol content of the

cane, which is only one of the by-products, is used as a measure of deterioration

(Blake & McNeil,1977; Lionnet, 1988).

Sound (undamaged) billets with clean cut ends showed little or no measurable loss of

sucrose or increase in by-products associated with sucrose breakdown in the fust24
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hours post harvest. There were also low counts of various groups of microorganisms

on the sound cane after 24 hours storage. However, damaged cane billets had

significantly higher levels of various groups of microorganisms present. These

included yeasts, which produce invertase, an enzyme that breaks down sucrose, and

slime forming bacteria, which produce various polysaccharides, including dextran,

that adversely affect processing operations.

Comparing the data from Foster and Whayman (1969), Foster et al (1977) and

Dawson et al (1998), green cane billets have a significantly slower rate of

deterioration than burnt cane. This is because burning causes significant damage to

the whole cane stalk, exposing the entire stalk to microbial attack, while green

harvesting appears to only damage the ends of the billets. However, mechanical

harvesters squeeze the cane stalk as they cut it into billets, rather than produce a

razor sharp clean cut in the stalk. The harvester blades also act as a potential

contaminator of the cut ends with soil. Therefore, although in green cane significantly

less cane stalk is exposed to microbial attack, the area a¡:ound the cut is damaged

and exposed to microorganisms, and thereby potentially exposed to polysaccharide

production along with other by-products.

Australian Sugar factories organize their railway scheduling to ensure that most

harvested cane is crushed within 12-16 hours of harvesting, with only a small

proportion crushed 16-24 hours after harvesting. All cane is crushed within 24 hours

of harvesting unless there is a temporary transport problem. The Australian Sugar

lndustry has invested heavily over several years in scheduling computer software to

optimize the transport of harvested cane from the farm to the factory (Murray,1980;

Pinkney,1984,1989). Part of the scheduling includes short term storage of harvested

cane in railway sidings during consolidation of cane bins from different farms, to

enable the efficient transport of cane from farm to factory. To maintain the 24 hour

operation of the sugar factories while minimizing the storage time of the harvested
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cane in the cane bins, and to harvest the increased cane crop, harvesting hours on

any given day have increased in recent years to include night harvesting.

The risk of green cane deterioration resulting in loss of sucrose and formation of by-

products such as polysaccharides on and in the cane billets significantly increases

after 24 hours post-harvest storage (Foster and Wright,1969; Whayman and Foster,

1969; Foster et al, 1977; Dawson et al, 1998; Solomon, 2000; Eggieston et al, 2001 ;

Larrahondo et al, 2009). ln addition to the obvious loss of revenue from reduced

sucrose recovery from the cane, there are also other processing costs associated

with deteriorated cane. Several of the by-products produced by the microorganisms

during the deterioration (McNeil and Bond, 1980) significantly adversely impact on

processing rate of the entire factory. The most widely known, but by no means the

only deterioration polysaccharide, is dextran.

Dextran in the raw sugar factory is a major inconvenience. lt significantly reduces

the cane processing rate, resulting in less cane crushed per hour. ln addition, juice

viscosity is significantly increased, and processíng surfaces become contaminated

with the dextran, reducing the efficiency of clarification and filtration systems, as well

as heat exchange surfaces, further slowing production and significantly increasing

the maintenance required. This results in shorter processing periods between

maintenance shutdowns, and longer down time for the increased maintenance to be

carried out.

Dextran also has an adverse impact on crystal quality, significantly lowering the value

of the raw sugar produced, as dextran is a significant problem for refiners,

substantially increasing their processing costs. The Australian Sugar lndustry has a

reputation as a supplier of high quality raw sugar and is therefore able to command a

premium price for its raw sugar. Raw sugar containing dextran would be expected to

harm this reputation and therefore reduce the premium price paid by customers.
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This would reduce the financial returns to both sugar factory operators and cane

farmers.
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Main Report Paragraphs

The Australian Sugar lndustry currently harvests the sugar cane crop mainly by

green cane harvesting, in contrast to some years ago when almost all of the cane

was burnt immediately prior to harvest. The cane crop is harvested mechanically.

The cane harvesters cut the cane stalk into billets for transport primarily by cane

railway in cane bins to the factory for crushing and juice extraction.

Australian Sugar factories organize their railway scheduling to ensure that most

harvested cane is crushed within 12-16 hours of harvesting, with only a small

proportion crushed 16-24 hours after harvesting. All cane is crushed within 24 hours

of harvesting unless there is a temporary transport problem. Part of the scheduling

includes short term storage of harvested cane in railway sidings during consolidation

of cane bins from different farms, to enable the efficient transport of cane from farm

to factory.

Australian research has shown that the extent of damage to the billets was the main

factor in potential loss of sucrose from post harvest deterioration of green cane

billets. Sound (undamaged) billets with clean cut ends showed little or no measurable

loss of sucrose or increase in by-products associated with sucrose breakdown in the

first24 hours post harvest. However, damaged cane billets had significantly higher

levels of various groups of microorganisms present, which produce an enzyme that

breaks down sucrose, and produce various polysaccharides, including dextran, that

adversely affect si.rgar factory processing operations.

The risk of green cane deterioration resulting in loss of sucrose and increased

formation of by-products such as polysaccharides on and in the cane billets

significantly increases after 24 hours post-harvest storage. ln addition to the obvious

loss of revenue from reduced sucrose recovery from the cane, there are also other

costs associated with processing deteriorated cane, such as shorter processing
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periods between maintenance shutdowns, and longer down time for the increased

maintenance required to be carried out.
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EMERGENcY SERVIcES & ERGON

ln an emergency - e.g. Fire, Accident, Life Threatening Electrical, Chemical Spills
etc.

By TelepHoHe

Emergency Services can be contacted by dialling either hy landline or mobile
phone; you may need to give the name of the nearest the Town E súaúe QLD:

000 or if difficulty is experienced on some mobile networks, then use I l2

(Local numbers are for normal business NOT for emergency situations)

NB: Remember to note the appropriate rural address number displayed on
reflective green fags öeside the road.

By Hnnvesren Rnolo

Should the assistance of the Operations Centre be sought in case of an accident
please follow emergency procedure.

lf the channel is engaged you should interrupt the conversation. Begin your
transmission with the words: -

EMERGENCY, EMERGENCY, EMERGENCY AT...
(Glve an accurate description of the location and details of the
emergency - Who, where & what?)

On hearing this all other users must cease transmission until the emergency has
been dealt with.

ERGON

ln cases where life is NOT threatened, problems relating to power lines will need to
be reported to Ergon Energy on 132296. Also see the last page of handbook for the
Ergon Energy Alert.

Snrerv

Safety is an integral part of the job and must be given due consideration in the
workplace. Workers are required to exercise care and follow job safe practices at all
times.
Growers and employers of harvesting crews MUST ensure relevant Certificates of
Competency and workplace lnductions are current for each harvesting season. This
requirement is subject to audit by WH&S officers and mill personnel and failure to
comply may result in the non-delivery of bins.

Co-operation between Growers, Harvester Drivers, Haulout Drivers and Loco Crews
greatly reduces the risk of incidents developing during the Crushing Season.

Please also review the section on "Responsibilities" under the heading "siding
Operations".



ENSURE CLEAR VISIBILITY
This is an important issue and can affect a grower's legal liability as poor visibility on
farms and at roads does reduce the safety of a grower's own family and the general
public, as well as harvester and mill employees' safety.
It is the grower's responsibility and is a requirement under the WH & S Code of
Practice.

. Cut cane back from around road crossings early in the season!
¡ Remove cane from blind corners at or near cane rail crossings and beside

the railway line, road intersections and Queensland Rail Occupational
Crossings

. Check farm headland intersections have good visibility

. Cut cane back from around power poles and stay wires, as well as unsafe
culverts and possible headland washouts

AROUND SIDINGS

. Sidings ate a shared workplace for properly inducted mill and harvester
employees

. There is a mix of infield haulouts and locomotives working together

. Some locomotives have single operators with a Remote Shunting Unit (RSU)

. Potentially hazardous activities and situations can occur
r The varying activities of all parties must interact safely
. Equipment e.g. ticket boxes, siding tractors, jacks and any other portable

equipment must be placed on the outside of the dump point furthest from the
mainline at all sidings

r Unnecessary persons should be kept away from sidings and the railway line

PERSONAL SAFETY

Many accidents can be avoided if some safety measures are taken. Workers should
not be exposed to danger and it is the responsibility of the employer that this is the
case. Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.2.1 of the 'Code of Practice for the Operations and
Procedures at Cane Railway and Road Transport Delivery Points'should be referred
to.

ALCOHOL AND DRUGS

The ïraffic Act defines heavy vehicles as those with a gross mass exceeding 3.5
tonnes. This definition includes locomotives, all infield haulouts and harvesters. The
drivers, operators or crew members of these heavy vehicles are required to have a
zero blood alcohol level and be unaffected by drugs at all times whilst operating.

FATIGUE MANAGEMENT

Under National and State legislation, the management of fatigue by both employers
and drivers of heavy vehicles is required. All parties involved with the operations at
delivery points should establish and implement appropriate procedures that address
all aspects of fatigue management.

Employers must understand their obligations under Queensland Transport
Department "Chain of Responsibility" rulings to manage the hazard of fatigue if it is
identified in their workplace.



Herbert Region
Gontact Details

Cane Supply & Transport
Gontact Contact Mobile No.srJGAR þ

Site Manager MKD: Peter Mondora 4777 0213 0419 475101

Senior Logistics Officer: Peter Luke 4776 4202 0419 477164

Transport Operations Manager: Bruce Grinstead 4777 0210 0419 476552
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Grower Relations Manager: Peter Allen 47221975 0400 728663

Assist Grower Relations Officer: Julie Cantoni 4776 4218

Cane Productivity Manager: Andrew Wood 4777 A226 0419 476736

Operations Review Committee: Canegrowers 4776 5350
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Field Supervisor:
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Resource Officer
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Sandra Coco
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0407 733526

0428 77 1361

0428 761808

0447 304963

0428 746 079



Ovenvrew

This Harvesting and Transport Handbook is the document referenced and authorised
in the relevant Cane Supply Contract. lt has been developed and agreed to by the
local industry representatives (miller, growers and harvesting association
representatives). This handbook includes the recognition of a joint work place and
covers all responsibilities as required under the relevant Workplace Health and
Safety regulations.

This handbook is to be used as an operational guide and DOES NOT take the place
of and should be read in conjunction with the "Code of Practice for the Operations
and Procedures at Cane Railway and Road Transport Delivery Points" (May 2000)
which may be accessed on the CSR grower website.

Employers should ensure that this code is read in its entirety and its provisions
complied with. They should also note that most emergencies and incidents where
non-compliance with safety practices may also require prompt contact to be made to:
Workplace Health & Safety Qld - 1300 369 915 or after hours on 4760 7980

H eReeRr Open¡lor.¡s CENTRE

The Operations Centre is the only point of communication for field sector operators.
The Operations Centre will be responsible for co-ordinating siding changes, empty
bin deliveries and the pick up of full bins in accordance with relevant cane supply
contract requirements including where applicable the implementation of Harvesting
Management Committee decisions and recommendations.

Phone numbers for Victoria and Macknade traffic matters are as follows: -

Phone Number for Herbert Region Traffic: 4776 4243

This number is to þe used at alltimes.

This phone line will be recorded and monitored by CSR Sugar for compliance
purposes at all times.

The Operations Centre will be manned from 4:00 am to 4:00 pm.

ln times of wet weather, late bin deliveries and during the last 2 - 3 weeks of the
season the hours of operation may be extended. These times will be advised at the
time.

Every harvesting group will advise, as soon as practical, to the Operations Centre of
any problems in their daily operation which may cause safety issues, delays or
problems delivering or taking of bins from delivery points.

All contact with the Traffic Office after hours should be for emergencies only and a
message should be left.



Slolruc Cne¡lces

Siding changes for the following day will only be taken up until 12 noon. During wet
weather these times may be relaxed. Operators in affected areas will be advised
when this is the case.

All issues relating to siding usage should be resolved by the relevant parties before
the Operations Centre is contacted to confirm the bin delivery arrangement. This
includes number and location of groups in joint sidings and the number bins for each
group, including overflow bin arrangements. A siding capacity table is available on
the CSR Grower Website to help contractors understand siding and line limitations.

Late and after hours siding changes will only be accepted under very exceptional
circumstances and general information will not be given out.

lf a group is completing the harvest of the only block of cane in an area and there is
a requirement to confirm the number of bins to finish the block on the following day,
this should be pre-arranged with the Operations Centre who shall notify the relevant
Traffic Officer that such a change shall be accepted.

The Operations Centre will advise, as soon as practical, those haruesting groups
affected by any significant changes in the numbers of cane bins to be delivered or
any delays in delivery times.

Any major changes to the daily loading will be broadcast when practícal to do so.
Siding changês will be accepted and confirmed on a first request in basis and will
only be taken for the next working day for any group, Harvest Group specific SMS
Messaging will be an additional medium for quota and delivery advice.

The Operations Centre will not take changes that are outside siding capacities
outlined in the "Siding Capacities ïable" that ls available for viewing on the CSR
grower web site. Overflow procedures will be implemented in cases where the
Operations Centre deems a request to contravene or exceed the capacity of the
siding.

Miqration

Representatives of CSR Sugar, Canegrowers and Caneharvesters met severaltimes
to consider mechanisms to allow flexible harvester grouping arrangements being
requested by several parties in the Herbert Region. This working group saw it as
important that lndustry stakeholders work collaboratively to develop a solution which:

1. Allowed for Harvest Group migration within the bounds of an efficient cane
transport system.

2. ls simple, easily understood and transparent.
3. Does not create a mountain of administration.
4. Did not impact on factory operations.
5. Promoted communication and co-operation within all sectors of the lndustry.
6. And, as far as possible, did not disadvantage those not seeking to change

harvesting group arrangements.



lnvestigations were carried out into various "Line" ot "Zone" limit systems used to
regulate and manage harvester group movements in other milling regions. Using this
information as a guide, the Herbert region was broken into the logical loco run
"Zones" used when cane transport schedules are developed. The average daily
loads required to be hauled from each zone were calculated and compared to the
actual capacity of loco runs scheduled into each zone.
It was discovered that, on average, there was capacity to haul 157% of the required
loads each day.

Understanding that there was a level of buffer capacity within the cane transport
schedule led to the development of a simple system to allow the trial adoption of all
harvesting group changes for the 2009 crushing season.

How the Svstem Works

The basic premise is to manage harvester group movement within the capacity of
the loco runs scheduled within that zone. lf the capacity of a zone is breached then
all groups operating in this zone will have their allocations reduced evenly.

Each group is designated a Home line. To do this, the percentage of time that each
harvesting group will spend in each zone is calculated.

The zone which a harvester is to spend the highest percentage of its'time is deemed
to be its' Home line.

Once these determinations have been made, decisions about group movement and
bin allocations shall be made using the following protocols.



A Harvester requests
a change ofsiding.

ls the
requested

siding
available?

Is there
capacity on

the
scheduled
lnen r¡rns9

Does the
Grower hold

a siding
preference?

Is this a
group

returning to
itst Home

linc?

Move recorded in Operations Centre
for enacting after 3 days of ha rvest.
All allocations reduced if capacity is

still breached.

Does the
Grower hold

a sid¡ng
preference?

Move is recorded in Operations
Centre for enacting after 3 days

of harvest. All allocations
reduced if capacity is still

breached.

Siding move not accepted -
Group to make alternate

arrangements.

Successful Siding
Move





Definition of Siding Preference: A recognised written agreement between
CSR and the landholder in recognition of land being made available for siding
construction and acknowledged by other siding users upon receiving the
relevant notice.

ln each case, decisions will be made in order of siding change requests being
notified to the Operations Centre on the harvesting day immediately before the
day that the change will take place (i.e. Monday notification for a Tuesday
change of delivery point).

However, should a group be returning to their Home line or moving to a siding
over which the Grower holds a recognised Siding Preference give three days
notice (i.e. Sunday notification for a Wednesday change) then their change will
be noted in the Operations Centre and processed as the first change received
on the day immediately before the change will take place. (i.e. Notify Sunday,
Becomes first advice on Tuesday for a Wednesday change)

Day Operations
Centre is notified
of impending
Home Line or
Siding Preference
move.

Day Ghange
Becomes Effective.

Sunday Wednesday

Monday Thursday

Tuesday Friday

Wednesday Saturday

Thursday Sunday

Friday Monday

Saturday Tuesday

lf the Grower/Group requesting the change sees a change of condition in the
area where they are requesting to move to (i.e. another group decides to move
out of the zone) they are to contact the Operations Centre again.

This system may be wholly or partially suspended during periods of wet
weather when schedule modifications are made to maximise supply.





Scneoule

VICTORIA TRAFFIC SCHEDULE DATA 2OO9

Area
Number of

bins per area

690

Approximate
delivery time of
overnight bins

0:00 - 03:00

Scheduled
time for bins
available to

leave Mill. (l)
5:00

Time of
first

collection

6:30

Loco arrival
time back at

M¡II

Scheduled
time for bins
available to
leave Mill.

l2l
8:30

Time of
second
collecti

on

10:00
Nyanza

8:00 1l:00
2734 Mile 640 0:00 - 03:00 8:30 l0:00 11:00 12l.30 14:30 l6:00
289GrystalCreek

from Abswolds to deoot
480 22:OO 2:30 6:30 10:00

411Bambaroo 710 22:OO 2:30 6:30 l0:00
679Grassos Ext

from Pombelto
Grasso's

460 20:00 3:00 5:30 8:00

485Lwr Gryst./ Pombel
To Lancinis

480 l9:00 4:00 6:00 8:00

303Toobanna 700 0:00 - 3:00 4:00 6:00 8:00 l0:00 12:OO 14:00
318Blackrock(End) 470

600

18:00

1:30

8:30

3:30

10:30

6:00

l3:00

8:00

10:00

8:30

12:OO

l0:30

14:00

13:00
490Kirkwoods

438Danger Camp 690 1:30 8:30 10:30 12:OO

190Gairloch 650 16:30/22:30 11:00 12:OO l4:00 l6:00 17:00 18:00
152Upper Stone 600 20:00 6:30 10:00 l4:00 10:30 14:00 18:00
492Lower Stone 600 2:3O 8:30 12:OO 16:00 10:30 l4:00 18:00
500Lannercost Ext

from Trebonne
590 20:30 6:30 8:30 11:00 11:30 l3:30 16:00

284

r0



VICTORIA DATA 2

7:30 - 8:30

1850

These figures are all based on the following parameters:
Number of bins (as shown in the Number of bins per area column) in an area is not exceeded.

Zero hour at VRA is at 09:00am
Bin weight average is 3.6tonne or greater
Number of bins in the areas will depend on siding capacity
These times are for Lower Gck when we go there late.-i'ì--nç"' 

{irr¡cs nr-e fr¡r üaltqßr c*nrp or oflrsr loczl area's,,,.1¡1.ìr,.rì,,¡¡{¡ go earlrr.
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MACKNADE SGHEDULE 2OO9

Area Number of
bins per area

Approximate delivery
time of overnight bins

Scheduled time
for bins available
to leave Mill. (1)

Time of first
collection

Loco
arrival

time back
at Mill

I Scheduled time
lfor bins available
I to leave Mill. (2t

Time of second
collection

Loco
arrival

time back
at Mill

Bins
per day
out of
area

River Line 450 00:00 - 03:00 11:00 12:30

8:30

13:00 '15:00 15:30 16:1 5 118

Central/ Wharf

Western

Seymour

540

360

540

20:00-02:00 8:00 11:00 14:15 15:00 16:00 200

20:00-03:30 13:00 14:000 15:00 93

14:30 5:00 6:30 8:00 9:30 10:30 l3:00 290

Ripple Creek

Main line - Pietrobons

Hawkins Creek

220

420

460

20:00

17:00-03:00

6:30

4:3O

8:00

6:30

10:00

10:00

1 1:00 13:30 '16:00 208

272

17:00-20:00 I 1:00 13:30 16:00 248

Forrest Home / Lilly pond

Halifax

Cassidvs lMizzi

540 14:30-20:00 5:00 6:00 8:00 8:30 10:00 12:00 338

540

540

00:00-02:00 10:15 12:00 14:00 13:00 15:00 '17:00 225

20:OO-22:00 7:30 9:30

10:00

11:30 12:OO 14:00 16:00 433

Hamleiqh / Fairford 660 18:30-20:00 6:30 14:00 10:30 13:00 18:00 630

South side 139 20:OO-22:OO 7:3O 8:00 9:00 26

Number of
I nese ttgures are all based on th

bins (as shown in the Number of bins per

Zero hour at Mkd is ¿

Bin weight average is 3.61
Number of bins in the areas will de

: following parameters:
'area column) in an area is not exceeded.
¡t 08:00am
onne or greater
rpend on siding capacity
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lmpofiant to note that the above Traffic Schedule is contingent on:

the mill on time with full loads

Htnvesr Rnolo OpEnnloru

The Operations Centre has the services of a dedicated radio frequency that will be monitored
by Operations personnel from 4 am until 4 pm.

It is envisaged that this radio will be the main means of making siding changes although the
phone service is available.

We ask for your cooperation in making this form of contact successful by observing the
following basic rules: -

1) Keep your message as short and concise as possible and identify yourself by either your
name or group number.

2) Before initiating a transmission, the operator should listen to ensure that no other
message is being transmitted. This will avoid jamming or distorting other messages being
transmitted.

3) Do NOT use this radio as a chat channel - Please use it for Operations Centre related
messages only.

4) Swearing or abusive language is not acceptable over the air and is prohibited by law.
Doing this could lead to the cancellation of the radio license.

5) When calling the Operations Centre please be patient as the person on duty there may
be on the phone and will get back to you as soon as possible.

Since this radio has a private commercial frequency we are all bound by law to adhere to the
conditions of the relevant sections of the Radio Communications Act 1992 and must
remember that any broadcast across it may be monitored by the Australian Communications
Authority.

This frequency is monitored and recorded by CSR Sugar at all times for compliance purposes.

ln 2006 a loco to harvester radio trial was conducted. This process was successful in
communicating information from the loco to the harvester contractor. This process will be
further refined and will continue for the 2009 season.

Srorruc (DELIVERY POINT) Openrrrorus

Geruenal

The crew of the locomotive is responsible for the safe operation of the train during shunting
operations at delivery points. Haulout Operators are responsible for the safe operation of the
haulout during loading operations at delivery points.

The prime aim of the delivery point operations is to provide the safe and efficient transfer of
harvested cane from the infield haulout transporl system to the mill transport railway. Hence,
the orderly delivery of cane by haulouts to the sidings and the collection, in harvest sequence,
by the mill's transport system are essential operations.
Mutual co-operation together with efficient and effective communications between the mill and
harvesting employees are necessary for smooth operations at sidings.

13



lf a haulout is unloading at the delivery point when a loco arrives, the loco must wait at the
main line turnout until the haulout has finished and left the siding. This safe operating
procedure applies only to the haulout unloading when the loco arrives at the siding.
Haulout operators who subsequently arrive at the siding must wait until the locomotive
has completed shunting operations.

Now and in future seasons, the mill will have increasing numbers of locomotives with a
single operator only. This operator will use a Remote Shunting Unit (RSU) controller to
operate his locomotive while shunting. Typically he will be standing on the ground at or
near the railway line at the siding and have the RSU controller strapped to the front of his
body.
He will be concentrating on moving the locomotive and bins and may not see you coming.
This is an extension of his work area and as such you are not allowed to drive anywhere
near him.

. Rakes of bins stored in loops or sidings must be separated, where necessary, to provide
clear access for any vehicle using roadway or access tracks across such loops or sidings.
Where it is designated to be split (ie: occupational crossings or public roadways) - then
this will be done by locomotive crews. Bins should not be pushed but can be pulled after
consultation with CSR traffic management and where an approved process has been
developed and is transparent within all parties.

. There must not be any encroachment of harvesting or farming operations within 2.5
metres of the outside rail, except when crossing at prepared rail crossovers.

SIDING Mnr¡rre¡¡n¡rce

Growers who jointly use a siding must establish procedures to ensure the maintenance of
haulout accesses and tipper pads after the 12 month period of mill responsibility after
construction has expired. All the siding areas are to be maintained to a safe and reasonable
standard.

Where tipper pads have been constructed by the mill, the mill will carry out maintenance at the
request of the Group Spokesperson for the first '12 month period from completion. The mill will
be responsible for all maintenance work associated with track structure.

At all times, the use of siding areas should have regard to minimising the impact of noise, dust
and mud nuisance for adjacent propefties and road users.

Gnowens' Respo¡¡slerLllEs

. Growers are responsible for the provision and maintenance of safe operating

a

a

a

conditions on all headland roads used by harvesting and haulout vehicles and
alongside the cane railway and sidings. Growers should also have identified and
ensure that contractors are aware of electrical hazards on their farms. See Ergon
Energy Siding Alert at end of handbook.
Growers should also make their harvester crews aware of any hazards which may
exist on their properties and discuss control measures for these as part of an on-farm
induction for each season.
Growers must not permit unauthorised persons including children within the siding
area at any time.
Movement of bins between sidings is not permitted.
Using the main line as a dumping point is ABSOLUTELY PROHIBITED.
Unattended machinery must not be parked closer than 2.5 metres from the nearer rail
of any part of the track.
Ensure the contractor provides consignment tickets and with the correct information
and these are placed prominently on the first full bin of the rake in the correct order.
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. Ensure that the contractors are meeting their obligations in relation to correct operiiuurì
of the industry funded GPS units and return of the data cards to HCPSL.

. Ensure they and their employees and harvesting contractor meet current standards for
certificates of competency and all inductions.

Go¡rrnecroRs' RESPoNSTBTLtTES

. lt is a requirement of harvesting groups to advise the Operations Centre when harvesting
adjacent to main lines or blind curves and erect warning signs clearly visible to locomotive
crews. As a minimum requirement signs should be positioned 2.5 metres from the outside
of the rail and at an adequate distance according to the approaching terrain but not less
than 300 metres either side of the harvesting site.

. Harvesting contractors and their employees must not permit unauthorised persons
including children within the siding area at any time.

. They MUST immediately contact the Operation Centre immediately when any bins (full or
empty) have accidentally moved past the siding clearance points and are fouling the main
line.

. Movement of bins between sidings is not permitted.

. Using the main line as a dumping point is ABSOLUTELY PROHIBITED.

. Ensure that properly completed consignment notes are available at the siding by pick up
time and placed prominently on the first full bin of the rake.
Where the rake is not likely to be completed before the locomotive pick-up time, a
partially completed ticket is to be made available for the loco crew at the siding.

. Ticket boxes must be kept clear of loco, roping operations and haulout work areas.

. Unattended machinery must not be parked closer than 2.5 metres from the nearer rail of
any part of the track.

. Proper lighting and traffic indicators are provided for all machinery.

. Allvehicles are roadworthy.

. Ensure all contractors/workers have been suitably inducted.

. The On Board Computer Must Be Working

. Ensure they and their employees and harvesting contractor meet current standards for
certificates of competency and all inductions.

Hrulour OpeReroRs

. Under no circumstances shall haulouts cross the mainline or any siding lines ahead of a
moving locomotives.

. For maximum safety, haulouts must only cross the mainline at designated crossing
points, which have been located by agreement with the miller.

. When a haulout arrives at a siding, if a loco is already shunting, the haulout must not
proceed until the loco has completed shunting and left the siding.

. Haulouts & farm vehicles should not be drivenioperated in close proximity to RSU
controlled locomotive or driver.

. Under no circumstances must the mainline points be changed. This is the sole
responsibility of the loco crew.

. Personnel riding on bins are absolutely prohibited.

. The dumping of rubbish on the siding is a safety hazard e.g. old fertilizer bags, chemical
drums or tyres and is strictly forbidden.

. Haulout operators must ensure they have appropriate certificates of competency, they
have been properly inducted to all areas of their workplace, and they are not expected to
carry out work for which they have not been adequately trained.

Cleeu¡rc Op Srorr,lcs & Trppen Pnos

GENERAL

Prior to the season, growers and harvesting contractors who jointly use sidíngs need to
ensure that the responsibilities for maintaining clean sidings are considered and agreed to



avoid ongoing issues of unclean sidings that disrupt bin deliveries and harvesting

The designated party (for instance, each group spokesperson) will be specifically authorized
by his group members to arrange for the raking up of spilt material and removal from site
where necessary, and that the costs incurred may be recovered from group members whose
cane may have contributed to spillage at a particular siding. This recovery should be in
accordance Attachment 1 of this document where costs and deductions remitted by CSR from
grower payments are managed by CANEGROWERS Herbert River

It is most important to ensure dump holes (required?), tipper pads and siding surrounds are
kept free from the accumulation of spilt cane billets, trash, rubbish & dirt for the reasons that
follow.
1) Haulout operators and loco crew are required to have walking access to most parts of the

siding around the clock; spilt material is a significant hazard that impacts on theirsafety.
2) The accumulation of spilt material on siding lines affects loco access, eventually leading

to "bogged" locos and delayed running.
3) Spilt material can be washed into drains and foul culverts leading to access and road

damage; Council imposes conditions with which the industry must comply or lose the right
to use the siding area.

4) Accumulated material on tipper pads, accesses or disposed of improperly on the track
area will cause more rapid deterioration of these structures and increased maintenance.

It is the responsibility of ALL contractors to ensure that such spilt material is reduced by
proper delivery of cane into bins by their haulout employees. Any spilt material which is
cleaned from sidings must be removed wholly from the siding and line area and disposed of
appropriately. Raked material must not be left on the track, ballasted areas, on or near drains
or where siding users may need to walk.

ln any case, the designated party must ensure that the amount of spilt material MUST NOT
accumulate to the stage where safety or operational issues could arise causing incidents or
operational delays.

PROCESS TO BE FOLLOWED

A. lncoming Group Finds Siding Unsatisfactory
ln advance of a contractor moving in to use a siding (the incoming group), he should ensure
that the siding is reasonably clean before requesting his first empty bins be delivered there. lf
it is not clean, he or his group's designated person should contact the contractor or group
spokesperson of the group that used the siding immediately beforehand (the outgoing group)
and request that they arrange to clean the siding as soon as possible.

ln the event that the outgoing group is unable to be contacted by the incoming group
(because of absence on RDO or for other reason), the incoming group should contact the
Operations Centre which in turn is to notify the outgoing group that there is an outstanding
cleaning matter to be dealt with at that siding. Failure to notify the outgoing group and the
Operations Centre of the unfit state of the siding will be taken to be acceptance of the siding
condition by the incoming group.

Where the outgoing group(s) claims the siding was clean, or indicates that they are not
responsible for the state of the siding, then the group designated persons (of the 2 or more
groups) should notify the Operations Centre with a resolution on who is responsible and have
cleaning completed promptly. lf this process does not resolve the issue, the group
spokespersons together with mill personnel, Operations Review Committee and a QMCHA
representative shall determine who should be responsible and arrange for prompt cleaning.

Failure ta clean the siding in such instances may lead to the non-delivery of empty bins
and the siding being shut down until the siding is adequately cleaned.
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B. Normal Ongoing Usage
Where a group is working in a siding and the state of cleanliness progressively deteriorates,
the designated party is to ensure that regular cleaning of the siding is undertaken before
safety or operational issues arise. Where mill personnel report the need for cleaning to the
contractor or the grower or group spokesperson, one of them must arrange for the prompt
cleaning of the siding.

Failure to clean the siding in such instances may lead to the non-delivery of empty bins
and the siding being shut down untilthe slding is adequately cleaned.

ln any cases of non-delivery of empty bins due to improperly cleaned sidings, the affected
group can expect that such bins will only be made up over the balance of the season
remaining.

HARVEST MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (HMS)

lmportant I nformation Req uirements

Every grower has a responsibility under the cane supply contract to gather and report to the
mill, through Herbert Cane Productivity Services Limited (HCPSL), data on the area of blocks
harvested by means of Global Positioning System (GPS) units to be provided to harvesting
operators for each harvesting group in the Herbert River Region under arrangements with
HCPSL.

Growers and harvesting contractors need to be aware that many of the CSR Grower Website
reports which are designed to assist the industry stakeholders make daily decisions will be
adversely affected or even stop working altogether for all the growers in harvest groups who
tamper with GPS units or data.

Ïhe data accumulated from Data Loggers is part of the entire consignment and cane delivery
system which involves CCS sampling, payment to growers, productivity data and calculation
of weekly bin quotas. This is a requirement of the Cane Supply Agreement.

The paper Consignment notes also need to be filled in correctly for each block and delivery
harvested.

The Harvest Management System spatial data will, from this season, be progressively
matched with yield monitoring data also being acquired by HCPSL to provide a valuable
productivity resource for growers.

OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE

The Agreement constitutes a Committee with representatives from CANEGROWERS Herbert
Ríver, QMCHA lngham Branch and CSR to review harvest management and transport
operations with power to alter or cancel bin quotas and daily allotments for the equitable and
efficient harvesting of cane.

ln preparing for the 2009 season, representatives of CSR and CANEGROWERS Herbert
River have agreed that bin delivery performance as well as harvest management should be
monitored with the aim of ensuring the system operates as intended and that as far as
practicable, corrections are to be made as early as possible for significant unintended
departures from the original bin delivery schedules.



Traffic office tools (TO Tools), communication and reporting systems are being developed by
CSR in conjunction with HCPSL and CANEGROWERS Herbeft River to assist with the
transparency of the system's monitoring which will be overviewed by the Operations Review
Committee. The aim is to be able to catch up within approximately a week's cycle instances
where, during normal weather and loading patterns, within the capacity of locomotives and
sidings, and where bin weights are within the PG target range, empty bins have been
delivered more than 2 hours after the scheduled time of delivery or where the last bins of the
day arrive after 4 pm or too late to finish by 6 pm. The review process is aimed at identifying
persistent trouble spots that can be addressed to achieve mutually agreed performance
parameters within the Agreement.

ln instances where unfilled bins arise after empty bins have been delivered either more than 2
hours late or later than 4 pm, CSR will not be claiming lost crushing time attributable to such
short delivery against the Performance Guarantee clause of the Agreement.

CSR will communicate to CANEGROWERS Herbert River on a daily basis the loading plan for
each day and the actual result for each day including short deliveries by any group.
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ERGOI\ EI\ERGY SIDING ALERT

ERGON ENERGY SIDING ALERT

Due to recent legislation people operating machinery near power lines and poles need to be
aware of several issues:

Many poles in the Herbeft district are either 11,000 Volts or 66,000 Volts and high tension (big
metal towers) are 132,000 Volts - these are all high risk sites.

New legislation states that it is a requirement to implement control measures at high risk
sites. ln other words, if your machinery is likely to be within 3 meters of power lines you
MUST implement appropriate control measures.

Control measures could include signs indicating powerlines crossing the siding and / or
permanent high visibility markers and I or signs delineating the '.&.-9g1!q]. deemed
hazardous (such as powerlines parallel to or over tipper pads or cane paddocks)

Please Note - all on farm hazards should be addressed by the grower and Ergon Energy.
CSR will not be involved in these risk assessments.

After identifying hazardous sidings with Ergon and CSR, people will be able to identify and
manage risks and produce a safe system of work.

For further enquiries please contact the Ergon National Gall Centre on 131046.

Also if you would like a copy of the Sugar lndustry Compliance Protocols Code Of
Practice - Working near exposed Live Parts form make contact with QMCHA (Queensland
Mechanical Cane Harvesters Association) and they will be more than happy to supply you with
a copy.
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ZONE

2009
Maximum

Loco Gapacity Home Groups
Abergowrie

Lannercost Junc to River

Trebonne Junc to End Lannercost Ext.

Upper Stone

Lower Stone

Larkins to Bambaroo Depot

Pombelto End Grassos Ext

Abswold to Crystal Creek Depot

Porta's to Lancini

Morris to Carbone

Millto End Blackrock and Gapellaris

Gairloch

Vra 4 Mile

Nyanza

Danger Camp

Victoria TOTAL

Hawkins Creek

DiGiacomo to End Pietrobons

Millto Covells

Seymour

Western Line

Central line

River Line

Forrest Home

Halifax

Mkd 4 Mile (Cassady)

Millto End Hamleígh

1 600

700

590

600

600

710

460

480

470

700

1070

650

640

690

690

10650

460

420

220

540

360

540

450

540

540

540

660

5270

22,74,76,B',,,83, 87, 88, 89, 92, 93

7'1,72,73

68, 69

47, 51, 53

48,49

11,21,25,26,29,31

17,23

34,36,41

l5

1,214,6,7,8, 12,13

95, 96

39, 97

38

101, ',lo4

106

3,110

109, 112,115

117,',119

124,130,131

120,122

123,126,128,129

10, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46

HERBERTTOTAL 15920

Macknade TOTAL
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1.

2.

Harvest Group contacts Op Centre to
change RDOts ) for unclear reason
no decision made by Op Gentre -
emailed to Ganegrowers

RDO's swaps
RDOts change due to harvester
breakdowns ) handled by Op Gentre

Process for RDO Ghanges

Email to Ganegrowers

Email Yes / No to
Op Gentre

(John McCarthy/John Jardine
Yvonne Bloomer/Murray Slevin)

1.

2.

Operations Review Gommittee

Take result to Ganegrowers

1. Ganegrowers receives RDO request of
change from Op Centre

Ganegrowers to pass onto Operations
Review Committee

Advise of change pending

Email response on issue

3.

4.
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ATTACHMENT I

Herbert Reqion Generic Sidinq Cleaning Fund Agreement

Where a grower is not a signatory to an existing siding cleaning agreement for any particular delivery
point the grower will be party to this Generic Siding Agreement.

1. CSR is authorised to make an annual deduction of $2.00 per hectare of Contract Area
designated to each relevant siding as basis for the implementation and operation of this
Siding Agreement. The deductions plus GST from cane proceeds are to be paid to a bank
account to be managed by CANEGROWERS Herbert River.

The rate of the deduction may be varied from time to time and from siding to siding with
agreement from the Growers Representatives.

Each group will have a nominated spokesperson who, will be specifically authorised to
arrange for the raking of spilt cane billets and the periodic removal of the billets for disposal.

Billets are to be raked clear of the cane rail line, gravel and ballast. Billet piles must be kept
clear of watenruays and stored so as not to interfere with cane harvesting operations.

A reimbursement or payment for any works performed may be requested from the siding
cleaning fund by way of submission of a detailed invoice. The nominated group spokesperson
will approve payment for invoices and arrange for payment through the CANEGROWERS
Herbert River account.

The rate of payment for cleaningiraking will be set at $35 for up to 50 bins siding capacity and
$50 for greater than 50 bins sidings (GST lnclusive) for the 2009 season. Different rates may
apply if an independent contractor is required. The rate may be varied prior to commencement
(or at end of season) of the crushing season by a meeting parties to this agreement.

A review of the Siding Cleaning Fund Agreement will be undertaken at the end of each
season, with parties to this agreement, to discuss and determine the next year's rates and
conditions.

3.

4

5.

z1
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Appendix 4 to annexure B 

Planned v actual 2009 transport loads 

 



Tonnes NCC.xls HBT

APPENDIX 4 TO ANNEXURE B
Planned versus actual 2OO9 transportlloads

21t04t2010

2009

@ 0600
Tonnes Tonnes

Week DavCut Actual Load AIM Load Difference
1 Mon3 0 0

Tue4 1 6605 16400 -205
Wed5 1 8468 1 9800 1332
Thu6 23320 27250 3930
FriT 25188 29400 4212
SatS 27904 29700 1 796

2 Start Fresh
Sun2 25539 28250 2711
Mon3 25447 30300 4853
Tue4 27024 27150 126
Wed5 29289 30300 101 1

Thu6 29462 31 000 1 539
F17 28955 30500 1545
SatS 32206 32538 332

3 Start Fresh
Sun2 32464 33550 1 086
Mon3 32087 33550 1463
Tue4 31 009 31 500 491
Wed5 22930 22913 -17
Thu6 25816 24688 -1128
Frt7 29828 28338 -1490
SatS 32920 33550 630

4 Start Fresh
Sun2 30227 32525 2298
Mon3 32258 33550 1292
Tue4 32447 33550 1 103
Wed5 29999 31 500 1 501
Thu6 27264 27400 136
Fn7 30590 31 531 941
SatS 31529 32290 761

5 Start Fresh
Sun2 30727 32050 1323
Mon3 33057 33300 243
Tue4 29254 29250 -4
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Tonnes NCC.xls

@ 0600
Tonnes Tonnes

Week DavCut Actual Load AIM Load Difference
Wed5 28623 28125 -498
Thu6 31226 32574 1 348
FrtT 3061 8 32942 2324
SatS 34034 341 09 75

6 Start Fresh
Sun2 34030 34089 59
Mon3 33417 34301 884
Tue4 24066 24243 177
Wed5 23909 24788 879
Thu6 17493 16800 -693
FriT 23520 24048 528
SatS 19844 22144 2300

7 Start Fresh
Sun2 1 8831 1 8900 69
Mon3 23743 23100 -643
Tue4 30384 32600 2216
Wed5 30661 30175 -486
Thu6 33072 33406 334
Fn7 33700 34463 763
SatS 34262 34575 313

I Start Fresh
Sun2 33961 34575 614
Mon3 30338 32205 1867
Tue4 20930 22839 1 909
Wed5 33643 33700 57
Thu6 31 364 30463 -901
FriT 32410 32690 280
SatS 29728 30600 872

9 Start Fresh
Sun2 3391 3 31200 -2713
Mon3 34093 34600 507
Tue4 31249 31450 201
Wed5 29400 2961 3 213
Thu6 313'15 32045 730
F17 31613 31 650 37
SatS 31447 31 854 407

10 Start Fresh

HBT 21104t2010
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Tonnes NCC.xls

(o 0600
Tonnes Tonnes

Week DavCut Actual Load AIM Load Difference
Sun2 331 37 33390 253
Mon3 33034 33940 906
Tue4 29785 30840 1 055
Wed5 29833 3051 5 682
Thu6 27667 27450 -217
F17 28973 32323 3350
SatS 32962 33940 978

11 Start Fresh
Sun2 33163 33565 402
Mon3 32469 33940 '1471
Tue4 27628 28245 617
WedS 26878 27315 437
Thu6 32558 33022 464
FrtT 28673 33940 5267
SatS 30641 31140 499

12 Start Fresh
Sun2 31910 33940 2030
Mon3 32191 32820 629
Tue4 31627 31625 -2
WedS 24266 24750 484
Thu6 1 9664 20000 336
Fri7 33648 33250 -398
SatB 31 938 32750 812

13 Start Fresh
Sun2 31 399 31 750 351
Mon3 29787 33500 3713
Tue4 24923 26200 1277
Wed5 29287 29250 -37
Thu6 31658 30975 -683
FrtT 3'1551 32125 574
SatS 31041 31 355 314

14 Start Fresh
Sun2 29269 32805 3536
Mon3 32584 32975 391
Tue4 29974 30975 1 001
WedS 30679 29610 -1 069
Thu6 27386 27600 214

HBT 21t04t2010
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Tonnes NCC.xls

(o 0600
Tonnes Tonnes

Week DavCut Actual Load AIM Load Difference
FriT 29461 29725 264
SatS 32861 33350 489

15 Start Fresh
Sun2 29899 30025 126
Mon3 30805 32850 2045
Tue4 22416 24060 1644
Wed5 29535 29860 325
Thu6 29191 31256 2065
FriT 30880 32840 1960
SatB 32745 33165 420

16 Start Fresh
Sun2 30ô66 33050 2384
Mon3 30899 30214 -685
Tue4 25800 25750 -50
Wed5 25282 28360 3078
Thu6 30480 30365 -1 15
FriT 30986 32170 1184
SatS 32525 33580 1055

17 Start Fresh
Sun2 31 585 33220 1635
Mon3 32510 33580 1070
Tue4 29952 301 50 198
Wed5 27013 26980 -33
Thuô 21528 21280 -248
FrtT 26517 28415 1 898
SatS 28182 28058 -124

18 Start Fresh
Sun2 29440 30580 1140
Mon3 29934 31 050 1116
Tue4 31 923 33350 1427
WedS 27409 28588 1179
Thu6 26959 28695 1736
Fn7 26426 28843 2417
SatB 27383 31440 4057

19 Start Fresh
Sun2 29332 31440 2108
Mon3 22106 32202 1 0097

HBT 21t04t2010
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Tonnes NCC.xls

@ 0600
Tonnes Tonnes

Week DavCut Actual Load AIM Load Difference
Tue4 27928 30285 2357
Wed5 24539 25456 917
Thu6 25632 28833 3201
FrtT 23656 24365 709
Sat8 26814 30406 3592

20 Start Fresh
Sun2 30145 32073 1928
Mon3 29164 31218 2054
Tue4 27572 30575 3003
Wed5 22731 29476 6745
Thu6 3247

1 Larqe/Smal 34262 3247 10097 -2713
2 Larqe/Smal 34093 16605 6745 -1490
3 Larqe/Smal 34034 17493 5267 -1128

10 Larqe/Sma 33417 22106 3536 -498
20 Larqe/Small 32584 24266 2300 -33

HBT 21t04t2010
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